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Abstract
FACULDADE DE LETRAS

Departameno De Estudos Anglo-Americanos

Master of Arts

Out of the Heavy Water into the Light Air: Postmodern Performance

of the “Magical” “Reality” of a Feminine Myth in Angela Carter’s

Nights at the Circus

By Armaghan Khosravi Nia

This study aims to illuminate some key aspects in the formation and understanding

of Nights at the Circus(1984) by Angela Carter. The primary purpose of this study

is to advance our understanding of this novel.

In this regard it explores how the “magic” in the novel reverses the typical def-

inition of magical realism. It argues that in Fevvers the “magic” of a socially

unexpected and infrequent “real” invades the pre-established fixed historical and

mythical notions while abusing the powerful frames of the myths connected to her

to create a deconstructed (and still powerful) version of the myth. It examines

how Carter’s postmodern aesthetics helps her on the way to make this happen.

It explores the metafictional attitude in the narrative and it discusses the gender

performativity theory of Judith Butler in Fevvers’ performance and defines her

“magic” in relation to that.

In addition it tries to show how the intertextual references in the novel are treated

with parody and how this undermines the “authenticity” of history. The textuality

of the novel is explained with regard to these literary and historical intertexts and

the relationship between the metafiction and the historical sense in the narrative is

explored. It also explains how the narrative defines its counter-historical essence.

And this is explored in connection to magical realism.

Furthermore it looks into the role of carnivalesque in the novel as a theme and a

spirit that mixes high and low culture. It explores how it confronts Carter’s femi-

nism. Carter’s style in writing is studied in relation to magical realism, metafiction
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and intertextuality in the novel. It is demonstrated how her defiance of the realistic

principles in writing cooperates with her political feminist perspective. Feminist

themes in the novel are studied. Carter’s views on sexuality is also discussed with

regard to her feminism and her style.

The implications of these aspects are discussed in their inter-relationship and in

the entirety of the novel and possibilities of broader studies are examined.

Keywords: Magical Realism, Metafiction, Gender Performativity, Postmodernism,

History, Intertextuality, Carnivalesque, Feminism
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Resumo
FACULDADE DE LETRAS

Departameno De Estudos Anglo-Americanos

Mestrado

Out of the Heavy Water into the Light Air: Postmodern Performance

of the “Magical” “Reality” of a Feminine Myth in Angela Carter’s

Nights at the Circus

Por Armaghan Khosravi Nia

Este estudo tem como objetivo esclarecer alguns aspetos centrais na formação

e compreensão de Nights at the Circus (1984), de Angela Carter. O objetivo

principal deste trabalho é aprofundar a compreensão deste romance.

Tendo isto em conta, é explorado o modo como o “mágico” no romance inverte

a definição t́ıpica do realismo mágico. Defende-se que em Fevvers o “mágico” de

um socialmente inesperado e pouco frequente “real” invade as noções históricas

e mı́ticas fixas e pré-estabelecidas enquanto põe em causa os quadros poderosos

dos mitos ligados a esta personagem para criar uma versão desconstrúıda (e ainda

poderosa) do mito. Examina-se o modo como a estética pós-moderna de Carter

a ajuda para que tal aconteça. Este estudo explora a atitude metaficcional da

narrativa e explora a teoria de Judith Butler da performatividade de género no

desempenho de Fevvers, definindo a sua “magia” dentro deste quadro.

Além disso, tenta-se mostrar como as referências intertextuais no romance são

parodiadas e como isso mina a “autenticidade” da história. A textualidade do ro-

mance é explicada em relação a esses intertextos literários e históricos e é explorada

a relação entre a metaficção e o sentido histórico na narrativa. Explica-se também

como a narrativa define a sua essência contra-histórica, sendo esta explorada em

relação com o realismo mágico.

Ademais, é explorado o papel de carnavalesco no romance como um tema e um

esṕırito que mistura alta e baixa cultura. Estuda-se o modo como o carnavalesco
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confronta o feminismo de Carter. O estilo da escrita de Carter é estudado em

relação com o realismo mágico, a metaficção e a intertextualidade no romance.

Demonstra-se como o seu desafio dos prinćıpios realistas da escrita coopera com

a sua perspectiva feminista poĺıtica. São estudados temas feministas no romance,

sendo também discutidas as perspetivas de Carter sobre a sexualidade tendo em

consideração o seu feminismo e o seu estilo.

As implicações destes aspectos são discutidas na sua inter-relação e na globalidade

do romance e são examinadas possibilidades de uma pesquisa mais ampla.

Palavras-chave: Realismo Mágico, Metaficção, Performatividade de Gênero,

Pós-modernismo, História, Intertextualidade, Carnavalesco, Feminismo
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Perhaps, perhaps. . . my brain is turning to bubbles already, thought Walser, but

I could almost swear I saw a fish, a little one, a herring, a sprat, a minnow, but

wriggling, alive-oh, go into the bath when she tipped the jug”(19).

The narrative influences our eyes gently and mysteriously and we have “no time to

think about how” our eyes are “deceiving”(19) us while listening to Fevvers who is

telling vigorously her life story to the skeptical Walser. “A shiny scale or two” that

had “stayed trapped within the chunks”(4) of ice are set free and changed into a

fish that starts “wriggling alive” in the bath tub. The “fishy” thing that underlies

the “raw, leaking gas”(4) in Fevvers’ dressing room is the mutating nature of the

narrative that is “desirous of breaking loose”(4).

We, like Walser, undergo a change in our power of seeing as the “mannerist”

(1985:81) performative locomotion of the narrative, that slides under “the lumps”

of “the air in Fevvers’ dressing-room”(4) in the first part of the novel, breaks

the “lumps” and the “chunks” of conventions and establishes its own complex

movement. It starts writhing like a fish but little by little like the two wings that

began sprouting on Fevvers itchy shoulders, exposes its wings and flies us to the

land of magic realism in the third chapter.

Nights at the Circus is filled with these intricacies in connection to its brilliant

construction. It is a glorious piece of work that brings many styles, genres, ideas

1



Introduction 2

and techniques together in a post-modern bricolage that has had an increasing

popularity as a major work ever since its publication. Its magic realism, postmod-

ernism and its highly vast theoretical framework conducted by Carter’s progressive

feminist views make this novel a labyrinthine elaborate piece of work that will keep

attracting researchers to explore more and more the less known aspects of it.

1.1 Carter’s Life and Writings

Angela Carter is one of the most important and widely studied late-twentieth-

century British authors. She was almost at the height of her career when she

died young of cancer in 1992.She was a controversial writer of her time. Carter

according to Margaret Atwood(1992)“was a born subversive, in the sense of the

original root: to overturn”(61). Her audacious impertinent wit and magnificent

imagination, her sharp rationalism and her highly forward intellectualism made her

a contentious author of her time who challenged old conventions confidently. She

explored the roots of cultural and historical discourses and this provided her with a

route to the real sources of social affliction and misery in a hierarchical patriarchal

environment. Nights at the Circus(1984)was among her works that made her very

famous. Since the 1980s her work is being published in many English-speaking

countries. Her work has been culturally important and influential in the academic

area as well and especially in recent years many research works on her books

have been produced. Her writings cover many issues; Sexuality, femininity, gender

stereotypes, historical and social identity, the New World, “conservative myth of

Englishness”(2) as Joseph Bristow and Trev Lynn Broughton(1997) put it, and

Western Culture. Her work was forward-looking, experimental and ahead of her

time. Her ideas on sexuality and pornography for example anticipated with many

years the current theories in gender studies. She made enquiries in sexuality and

cultural and social construction of sexual identity as a performance(1997:3).

She received three literary awards in the 1970s for some of her early books including

the Shadow Dance, The Magic Toyshop, and Several Perceptions. She left England
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for Japan in 1968. She stayed there for three years. In 1972 she wrote The Infernal

Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman which is a philosophically complex novel filled

with ideas of Freud, Levi-Strauss and Andre Breton. After that novel she starts

experimenting fairy-tale and folklore in her work and in 1974 Fireworks which

is a collection of nine pieces is published. She tried various genres in her work

and through her literary career and this could be why it is difficult to classify

her fiction, as her writing blurs the boundaries and moves freely between various

genres and styles. She distanced herself from realist conventions and as Bristow

and Broughton(1997) put it “her speculative narratives of the early 1970s pushed

her towards the outskirts of literary establishment”(4). Carter’s experiment with

the genres put at risk her career. There was no market for fiction that didn’t

conform to the prevalent social realism at that time.

Nights at the Circus was published by Chatto & Windus. They had a very good

publicity strategy and the novel became soon very well-known and famous every-

where. Many considered this success as a change in her method. Robert Nye(1984)

in the Guardian writes that“Nights at the Circus breaks fresh ground for her both

in content and style, and is without doubt her finest achievement so far, and a

remarkable book by any standards”(10). However Carter didn’t believe that in

Nights at the Circus she had done something very different from her previous

novels. To her this novel was the continuation of what she was doing for many

years. She maintains in an interview with John Haffenden(1985) that “memories

are short”(81) and that she has been among the first writers who started explor-

ing the anti-realist approach and “magic realist”. After her close friend Salman

Rushdie won the Booker Prize for Midnight’s Children in 1981 and magic realist

became a well-known and popular approach in fiction, Nights at the Circus was

easily put under this category too .

However she feels reluctant to admit that Nights at the Circus was attributed as

belonging to a this new trend in fiction because she believed that she had been

doing this non-naturalistic style in her previous writings for many years. That

could be why she maintained that she preferred “mannerist” to “magic realist”

for describing her style in Nights at the Circus.
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Nights at the Circus failed to get the Booker Prize. The prize went to a realist

writer, Anita Brookner, for Hotel du Lac. Carter’s writings were bold, dangerous

and subversive which seemed to deny her the literary awards. And it wasn’t

until the eighties that readers started showing a flourishing interest in her work

which got to its height after her death and made her known both publicly and

academically inside and outside the country. But generally during her life time

as Salman Rushdie(1992) points out in the obituary that followed her death she

didn’t receive what she deserved:

“I repeat: Angela Carter was a great writer. I repeat this because in spite of her

worldwide reputation, here in Britain she somehow never quite had her due. Of

course, many writers knew that she was that rare thing, a real one-off, nothing

like her on the planet; and so did many bewitched, inspired readers. But for some

reason she was not placed where she belonged – at the center of the literature of

her time, at the heart”.

Her subversive tone always received criticisms. Carter was accused of being vulgar,

of not knowing the right and wrong and the answers to the questions she made by

an anonymous writer in the obituary published in the London Times(1992). John

Bayley(1992:10), an Oxford professor in an essay that was published two months

after her death points out that her work resisted to elitism and that of course

as a negative quality of her work. She was charged with political correctness.

Bristow and Broughton(1997) believe that Bayley through this criticism wants to

“straitjacket some of her more iconoclastic moves”. They believe that her work to

him is a kind of “ideological legerdemain”(8).

Her involvement in popular stage, her being “impeccably middle-class”(Carter

1987) and “not particularly English”(1992:6) and her distancing from the English

nationalism could be the reasons why she received such criticisms. She believed

she was “the pure product of an advanced industrialized, post-imperialist culture

in decline”(Carter 1983:73). She used a vast span of cultural product from lower

middle class. She said in one of her interviews that “the territorial niggling about

my origins comes from the whole tendency of the English novel to be about the
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middle class”(Carter 1987:11). She used a vast range of cultural references. She

was a “distinctly democratic aesthetic”(Bristowet 1997:9) and she was not among

the elitist bourgeoisie. She wrote many books and attracted many readers for

many years especially since after her death. Her work has culminated lots of

researches lately which have ushered in a new understanding of her writings in

general.

Carter had a vast field of interest in her work in both fiction and non-fiction.

She produced nine novels, four collection of short stories, four radio plays, two

television scripts, four children stories, two film screenplays, one book of verse,

and lots of essays, reports, and reviews. All these helped her to have vast cultural

references in her work. Stoddart(2007) believes that “Carter’s journalism reveals

itself as an important and instructive source and context for understanding Nights

at the Circus”(4). She believes that there is a sort of continuity between her fiction

and non-fiction and in a way it somehow gets difficult to distinguish the borders.

Carter taught creative writing at MA level at the university of East Anglia. It

was the first time in the United Kingdom that creative writing was put in the

university curriculum. She didn’t see any problem in moving between academic

institutions and out of it(Stoddart 2007:5). She travelled a lot and all these travels

to different countries gave her the ability to view European culture from outside.

These non-western influences and also influences from other countries and cultures

in Europe could be seen in her work. Although Nights at the Circus is very British,

as Stoddart(2007) says it’s like a “gateway to other lands and as a result, cozy

English parochialism is given no house room in the novel”(5). The novel is full of

references to other cultures, literatures and philosophies.

Lorna Sage believes that there was “the hinge-moment or turning point”(Sage

2001:221) in 1979 for Carter’s work. It was the year when The Bloody Chamber

and The Sadeian Woman were published. Sage believes that the reason for this

success was that she started explaining herself and showed her abilities and that

her work “began for the first time to be read widely and collusively, by readers who

identified with her as a reader and a re-writer”(221). This she believed led to the
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“canonization”(221) of her work. Stoddart sees this fact as something that helped

to “clear the way for a new-found lightness and levity of tone that characterized

her final two novels”(6). This could explain why Nights at the Circus is considered

to be different from her earlier work while still dealing with the same problems

in a patriarchal background. She used different techniques of writing, like parody

and intertextuality and progressive intellectual political views that included many

ideas and criticism on social and sexual politics and identity in society. And it

was mostly her two final novels that made her known on the international level.

As Merja Makinen(1992:2-15) says Carter’s style in her two final novels has a“lighter

tone and more exuberant construction”(7). According to Helen Carr(1989) the

South American “magical realism” was a prevailing style in the 1980s in Britain

and Carter was considered as connected to this literary tradition. Another reason

for this success was the wide distribution of Nights at the Circus that was bigger

than her previous works. The novel had vast theoretical references including ideas

from Mikhail Bakhtin, Michel Foucault, Walter Benjamin, Sigmund Freud and

Jacque Lacan. As gender studies developed more in the 1990s Carter’s work was

discussed more and more. It seemed ,as Lorna Sage points out, that gender stud-

ies contained “a theoretical frame that fits Carter so much better that it seems to

canonize her”(Sage 2001:231).

Among her novels Nights at the Circus was her most popular, important and

critically examined work. The theoretical framework of the novel is influenced by

the cultural and intellectual atmosphere of Europe and the world in 1960s.

1.2 Research Objectives and Thesis Structure

Nights at the Circus is in three parts and with an Envoi. It starts from London,

where Fevvers ,the Cockney Venus, was born and grew up. She posed, as a child,

as Cupid in the reception room of a brothel belonging to Ma Nelson and as an

adolescent she represented the “Winged Victory” holding Ma Nelson’s sword in

her hand. Ma Nelson dies in an accident on the street when she slips and falls
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under a carriage. Fevvers then joins the Museum of Madam Schreck where she is

put on display on a freak show with other women who are all peculiar creatures

with odd appearances. Madame Schreck sells Fevvers to a customer,“Christian

Rosencreutz”, who wishes to sacrifice her in a religious ceremony in order to ob-

tain immortality. Fevvers escapes and joins the Circus. Then the novel moves

to “Petersburg” after she joins colonel Kearney’s Circus on its “Grand Imperial

Tour”. In the circus a vast number of characters enter the novel; a group of clowns,

a Grand Duke, a talking pig, and many other unlikely characters . The train gets

derailed in Siberia and both the narrative and the novel enter the land of magic

realism. The way Fevvers escapes from the Grand Duke’s mansion foreshadows

the “magic” in the last chapter.

Carter reveals to us how things around us are constructed. These include concepts

like identity, gender, history, language, literature, etc. She combines high and folk

art, intellectual thinking, and political social criticism.

In the analysis of the novel I came up with the following chapters: In the Second

chapter of this work the magic realism in the novel is discussed in relation to

intertextuality, metafiction and parody. Magic realism in the novel is compared to

a general definition of magic realism and differences and similarities are explored.

This attempt gets inevitably connected to an exploration of the definition and

the position of the myth outside and inside the novel. It is discussed how a new

reading of the myth is provided in the novel with regard and in connection to the

narrative techniques. This is how the novel’s attempt to escape the fictionality

of the myth through metafiction and grotesque is explained. Metafiction also

provides the novel with the ability to escape the realist conventions. In the second

chapter it is shown how the novel moves toward the real Fevvers in a narrative that

has metamorphosed a myth, and broken the stereotypes of the realist novel, all of

which become possible through Carter’s feminism. The use of magic is discussed in

the novel in relation to the deconstructed myth. It is discussed how Fevvers plays a

very important role as a character who lives on the border of various realms; magic,

myth, and an unexpected “real”. It is also discussed why Carter chooses a mythical

character and whether we could call what we have in the novel magic realism or
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not. I try to see how the novel keeps moving and exploring between different layers

or levels of realities in society. The sources that have the power to create and define

concepts in a patriarchal culture get a new reading , undermined through parody

and deconstructed and the result is felt on a different layer, on the ordinary layer

where the female characters live their miserable lives. It is on the fourth chapter,

however, that Carter’s style is explained in full detail; it is discussed why Carter

couldn’t write realist novels and how her mannerist style has been helping her

in a very effective mixture of postmodern techniques and her feminist historical

political views. In this way the second and the fourth chapters are connected.

In both chapters we delve into the under layer of the patriarchal culture. In the

second chapter this move is explained in connection to the narrative , magic realism

and the performativity theory of Judith Butler. But in the fourth chapter it is

discussed more in relation to Carter’s feminism. The fourth chapter starts with the

significance of carnival and carnivalesque in understanding Carter’s political point

of view. It is discussed how the carnivalesque, as Linden Peach(1998) points out,

is a theme and not necessarily a position from which she writes(144). Theatrical

Alienation in the representation of the clowns and the defamiliarization techniques

are explored. And in the end some important feminist themes in the novel are

explored in detail.

In the second chapter I also tried to show how Carter’s feminism invades the still

world of the myth of the winged woman, how she metamorphoses and deconstructs

it and through this deconstruction redefines it and helps Fevvers go through her

identity crisis. Fevvers, a girl who is born in a brothel and a winged woman are

brought together and joined and mixed according to Carter’s feminist and political

views. And the magic could be considered as the coming together of these two.

I tried to see how the fictionality of the myth, its ahistorical entity, is confronted

with the historical political narrative that is created through metafiction, intertex-

tuality and the grotesque. Through intertextuality the authenticity of historical

facts is doubted. And this is what is discussed in the third chapter at length; it is

shown how the novel uses the historical discourse and, as Linda Hutcheon(1988)

in her classification of the novels defines the “historiographic metafiction”,“refuses
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to surrender” its“autonomy as fiction”(124). It is explained how the literary and

historical intertexts are taken out of their context and put in a new context and

undermined through parody and metafiction. This is what I try to show as the

representation of history in the novel. I try to examine how the new complex tex-

tuality of the novel installs the mythological pattern by entering the intertexts and

then abuses them for the creation of its own magical real that could contest those

conventional patterns; the textuality of the novel goes with the magical realism

technique in the novel.

And finally in the conclusion chapter a brief summary of each chapter is presented.

The result of the work done in each part and their implications are examined briefly

in connection to other chapters. Some key viewpoints in understanding of the novel

according to this study which were discussed in this work are summed-up and the

possible contribution of this work to future studies is also briefly discussed.



Chapter 2

Metafiction,Magical Realism and

Gender Performativity

On the first pages of the novel when we meet Fevvers in her dressing room which

looks like “a kitchenmaid’s attic” that is “notable for its anonymity”(11) a corre-

spondence between the description and characterization of Fevvers and the style of

the narrative could be perceived. The description of her performance incorporates

the stereotypical principles of a feminine myth and conveys the conventional no-

tions of beauty in a flaunting performative manner. However there are grotesque

descriptions which are mixed with a parodical vulgar treatment of Fevvers’ inter-

textual mythological names that appertain to the demythologizing and defamil-

iarizing of her mythical function:

“Her face, thickly coated with rouge and powder so that you can see how beautiful

she is from the back row of the gallery, is wreathed in triumphant smiles; her white

teeth are big and carnivorous as those of Red Riding Hood’s grandmother”(17).

What is considered as Carter’s “mannerist” (1985:81) superfluous style goes with

Fevver’s performance and her flaunting femininity. On the other hand the grotesque

descriptions of her and the defamiliarizing attitude toward her myth are what

match the parodical tone of the narrative. How the novel treats the intertexts

10
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(mainly the mythological ones) of the past opens a space for the narrative to re-

sist the conventions of the so called social realism and paves the way for its kind

of “realism” that gets “magical”, unexpected and unconventional moving toward

the end of the novel.

For instance when describing Fevvers’ room on her first encounter with Walser it

is mentioned that something underlay the solid composite of perfume and grease-

paint. Air didn’t seem to move; it was in lump and beneath was a fishy thing

about Fevvers. There are some shiny scales in the ice that the novel wants to

consider as the “source of the marine aroma-something fishy about the Cockney

Venus-that underlay the hot, solid, composite of perfume, sweat, greasepaint and

raw leaking gas that made you feel you breathed the air in Fevvers’ dressing-room

in lumps”(4).

As Wendy b. Farris(1995) in listing the primary characteristics of magical realist

fiction maintains “objects may take on lives of their own and become magical in

that way”. We have in the first chapter through Fevvers and Lizzie a detailed de-

scription of how the “Cockney Venus” was “hatched” and how she “spread”(24).

Farris believes that “the magical nature” of “magic details” “is a clear depar-

ture from realism”. In this kind of description she believes that “the detail is

freed from a traditionally mimetic role to a greater extent than it has been be-

fore”(170). However as Fevvers is a bird-woman and claims to have mythical roots

the magic is developed differently and Fevvers’ “magic details” should frequently

get grotesque to grow faint and defamiliarize the powerful frames of the powerful

myths connected with her. The novel founds and at the same time distances itself

from the mythical sources connected with Fevvers through grotesque descriptions

and a parodical tone that recontextualize these mythological intertexts; when she

is giving an account of her birth to Walser at the beginning of the novel “in a voice

that clanged like dustbin lids” she refers to two mythological figures while attach-

ing personal aspects to them .She is a cockney by birth, as born “in smoky old

London” and as she “never docked via what you might call the normal channels”

she has been called “Cockney Venus” and “Helen of the High Wire”(3).
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On the way to construct a demythologized version of these myths we come across

a number of convergent elements in the first chapter of the novel; there is an

earthly and vulgar description of her actions and performance: Fevvers has loud

dialogues, a “raucous and metallic voice”, and she is “big”(4), “divinely tall”(9).

This attitude toward her, along with the use of a metaphoric language, French

expressions, and the superfluity, and decorousness of the narrative all seem to

work on different levels to further this demythologizing purpose in a text that

involves a lot of energy and vigor.

These elements work on different planes or layers in the narrative but they all

tend to meet at one point. When Fevvers is describing “her first ascent” from the

“top-sail or crows’ nest” of Nelson’s “barque of pleasure that was moored, of all

unlikely places, in the sluggish Thames”(34) she says:

“It seemed that Lizzie, by proposing thus to thrust me into the free embrace of

the whirling air was arranging my marriage to the wind itself [....] Yes! I must be

the bride of that wild, sightless, fleshless rover, or else could not exist, sir”(35).

There is a combination and plurality of attributes about Fevvers that moves for-

ward and toward a deconstructed version of the Winged Victory and her mytholog-

ical identity. For instance the metaphoric language used by Fevvers above or the

French expressions or sentences that she brings into the text infrequently somehow

try to equilibrate the effects of the grotesque descriptions and to augment some

important aspects of her character toward a more powerful politically and socially

aware “real” Fevvers. Grotesque descriptions on the other hand are used to un-

dermine the mythical frames and limits. Similarly and acting on a broader level in

the narrative is this multiplicity that contains a bricolage of different techniques

and attitudes in the novel. The decorous and the mannerist narrative is consis-

tent with the parodical tone, the grotesque, the intertextuality and metafiction

techniques, as it weakens and subverts the conventions of the realistic novel. The

theatricality may lead to what Christina Britzolakis(1997) considers as a form of

“objectification”(45) of the language but not of the characters. The “sensuous

details” and “ornate facades”(45) in her prose cooperates with the “postmodern
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aesthetics”(44) of her work. The intertextuality and metafiction in the novel will

be explored later in this work. To better understand the parodic pastiche that

keeps blurring the boundaries between mythological, imaginary, magical and his-

torical worlds , the nature and function of the magical realism and the relation

between “real” and “magic” should be explored. Helen Stoddart(2007) contends

that “Reality is not absent in the literature of magical realism but rather the

fantastic invades the still-recognizable world”(69). But practically what we see

in the novel seems to reverse this definition; in the novel it is the “magic” of an

unexpected infrequent “real” that invades the predefined fixed social historical

and mythical notions. This aim is achieved through the deconstruction of Fevvers

mythological identity with the help of a collection of postmodern techniques that

all carry a diminishing attitude toward the conventions of social realism. Through

metafiction the possibility of escaping the fiction’s preset conventions is created.

The myth of the Winged Victory or other myths pertaining to Fevvers preexist

outside the novel. Thus to open new spaces inside the narrative that could resist

the old frames, different convergent techniques are used. The grotesque descrip-

tions foreground the physicality of Fevvers and happen in a realistic frame. This

realistic frame is the result of the clash between the ahistorical entity of the myth-

ical and Carter’s literary approach in general that spans a length of her political,

historical and feminist views.

Fact is the “reality” of Fevvers which ironically happens to be the “magic” too;

as it is a metamorphosed myth that breaks down the fictionality of the myth and

enters reality. It grows real personal characteristics, undergoes an identity crisis,

and finally gets to restore her “self”. The wings would stay with her but they get

a new reading and also a new function at the end of the novel.

According to Nancy A. Walker(1990) the fantastic “represent the possibility of

change rather than statis and entrapment” in feminist writing which she considers

“not as a means of escape, but rather as a thoughtful engagement with an entire

cultural tradition and its often static representations of the female figure”(117).
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The “fantastic” or “magic” and the “real” are used differently and with different

applications in the novel it seems. Carter uses (or abuses) the powerful frames

of the myths to change the realities of women’s lives. Indeed these are Carter’s

feminist and political views that invade the passivity and the fixedness of the

realities of women’s lives both on the outer layer (which is what comes to our

eyes) and on the inner layer where the mythologies and hidden ideologies are

located. The fixed frames of gender stereotypes have their roots both in the

mythological representation of women and the contemporary social, religious and

political conditions and facts. Carter found social realism incapable of creating

any change and she simply loathed it. Through magic she doesn’t want to only

“engage thoughtfully” with the oppressive realities of the society. She simply wants

to change these realities according to her political social views. She tends to create

“real” from mythological magic because there she finds more potential for gaining

power and change. It would be a sweet freedom for an ordinary female character

stuck in the ordinary frame of her life to suddenly among many “realistic” details

surprise us and fly out of the attic window. But that’s not what happens to

Fevvers. Her mythological background is the first thing that is mentioned in the

novel. And through a clash between Carter’s feminism and the powerful frames of

the myths connected to Fevvers, the breadth of her “reality” is created. She, with

her actual dimensions, could not be created through a typical confrontation of

fantasy and reality, or what is defined as an invasion of fantasy on the perceptible

reality of her society. By ascribing mythological features to Fevvers the greatness

of her flight would be dependent on both the myth and Carter’s feminist views. A

merely fantastic character could not free itself completely from the dominance of

what has to be considered as the realistic logic. Fevvers is the personification of the

Winged Victory. Her magic is principled. It is not chaotic or even carnivalesque.

It uses and abuses the preexisting frames of the myths of a winged woman. Her

power and characterization is based on Carter’s feminist and socially progressive

and subversive views.

Fevvers bridges the gap between the world of the myths and reality. And that

is why it is hard to say whether she is magical or real. These worlds are merged
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together. In this regard “Real” is not simply what happens every day in the or-

dinary lives of the characters and similarly “magic” is not a far-fetched fantasy

or myth. “Reality” to Carter is hybrid. These layers of reality underlie and form

one another: ”magic” and “real” are merged together and coexist. It could even

get difficult to decide which one is more “real”. As Lois Parkinson Zamora(1995)

contends “Magical realist texts dramatize the process of knowing (and not know-

ing): the reader is obliged to wonder how we are to locate the ’real’ in magical

realism”(500).

The old mythologies and patriarchal culture impact and control the formation of

the realities of the female characters in the novel that are described as having

miserable lives. Carter doesn’t suffice to fly a winged character out of the attic

window and bring her back to a passive ordinary life. Fevvers’ wings by blurring

the boundaries between these two realms of “magic” and “real” grow so big and

personal that affect both sides. Thus the ordinary life of Fevvers could not be

described like the realistic novels. And on the other hand the myths connected

to her are also deconstructed. She wants to change the underlayer. She chooses a

mythical character and enters her in the realities of women’s lives in that period in

order to create a possibility for social development. She takes Fevvers out of the

fictionality of the myth and makes her “real”; an unconventional real; a political

activist; a feminist. Carter uses the very larger-than-life dimensions of the myths

that the patriarchal system has bestowed on her; These myths contain an angelic

extension of stereotypical fixed definitions of female identity for the sake of cultural

and ideological balance of the society which Carter wants to demythologize. The

novel moves between these two realms. Fevvers starts from being a mythical

fictional character and ends in a real one. The frequent question “is she fact or is

she fiction?” as the novel moves forward could be replaced with “is she fact or is

she still fiction?” or “could she finally become fact?”.

The “magic” in the novel is that a mythological character comes out of the tight

old frames of its being and moves to the ordinary life of a woman. And the wings,

the source of her magical identity, get physical. The deconstruction of the myth
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and the improvement of the characters’ lives ,which seem to belong to two realms,

move toward the same point and converge.

These are indeed Carter’s social and feminist views that invade the “still-recognizable

world”(69) of Fevvers and the myth of the winged woman which is consequently

“put in that basket of broken shells and straw in Whitechapel at the door of a

certain house”(20).

What starts sprouting on Fevvers itchy shoulders is a physical rendition and repro-

duction of two mythical wings. The myth is redefined through this deconstruction.

Fevvers from the brothel and the Winged Victory come together and are joined

according to Carter’s feminist views. And “magic” is the coming together of these

two. Things are changed in the layer where she locates the myth and the pa-

triarchal readings of it to see the results on the other layer which affects and is

connected to the ordinary life of the female characters and also of Walser.

The parodical tone of the novel creates new contexts for the intertexts and inter-

textual references in the novel. Her mythological identity that is performed on

stage is defamiliarized through grotesque and vulgar descriptions and a sense of

distance and unfamiliarity suggests itself to the reader. She goes on stage and asks

the audience to look at her : “look at me! With a grand, proud, ironic grace, she

exhibited herself before the eyes of the audience”(13). This is the performance of

her myth. She presents her wings and to prove that they are “real” she should

also show that she can fly.

Through constant repetition or what could be called a “performative” perfor-

mance of her myth, Fevvers starts developing in her anti-identity attitudes. We

feel she is resisting the old frames of her myth that she keeps repeating and per-

forming on stage. This sense of resistance is like a fishy locomotive essence that

underlies both Fevvers actions and the narrative too. It is like Fevvers’ wings

that are “stowed away for the night under the soiled quilting of her baby-blue

satin dressing gown” that have the desire of “breaking loose”(4). The text also

through parody, matafiction and intertextuality , resists the conventions of realist
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novels. The narrative also feels in parallel to itself the creation of an under-

layer essence , less “real” or “recognizable”(Stoddart 2007:69) maybe, but which

wants to come out , and in a way the novel is in a constant movement to touch

it. The myths connected to Fevvers are one of many examples of the intertexts

that are re-contextualized. A parodical tone and grotesque descriptions are all

around them. And the “mannerist” narrative gets metafictional frequently. As

Wendy B. Faris(1995) contends “metafictional dimensions are common in contem-

porary magical realism”(175); “The texts provide commentaries on themselves,”

“miniature emblematic textual self-portraits” “signs, images, metaphors, narra-

tors, narratees” may be “foregrounded”. For example when they are on the train

on “Siberian Railway” Fevvers complains about the boredom and absurdity of

moving without ever diverging along the tight route of the railway. It’s the “fag

end” of the century and they are moving toward an unclear future and moving

along the railway while crossing the “inimical” Siberia to Fevvers looks like leav-

ing “unacknowledged” from the history the dark void that she feels is entombed

beneath it:

“we have no right to be here, in all this gemütlich comfort, stuck on our fat bums

down this straight track from which we never deviate, like tightrope walkers in a

dream traversing an unacknowledged abyss in five-star comfort, through the deep

core of winter and this inimical terrain. Fevvers, thus pushed, could think of no

reply. The springs twanged beneath her as she rearranged herself in order to squat

on her haunches with her sulky chin on her knees and her muscular hands clenched

round her femurs. How long have we been grinding through limbo? One Week?

Two Weeks? A month? A year?”(234).

This uncertain “limbo” is multiplied through the “fidgeting”(234) metafictional

narrative that wants to break free from the confinement of realism.

Stoddart(2007) argues that “When the energy of text lies in dynamic interchange

between a text and its context, boundaries of what lies “inside” or “outside”

the text becomes difficult to draw”(32). The resisting essence in the narrative

which gets more perceptible as a result of this postmodern pastiche of different
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techniques, is engaged with the past. Theo L. D’haen(1995) believes that Nights

at the Circus is achieving its “magic realist program by way of the very same

techniques usually singled out as marking postmodernism”(194). There are many

textual remains of the past or intertextual references in the novel that are present

and get repeated through the whole novel like in a performance. The narrative

tries to mark out their limits by putting them in a new context. This aspect of

the novel would be discussed thoroughly in the next chapter. But it would be

necessary to say here that in the last chapter of the novel the narrative in a more

concrete way frees itself from the preset conventions to invent “magic” and enters

like Walser “in a state of sanctified delirium”(301). Jean François Lyotard(1984)

defines postmodern as “that which searches for new presentations. . . in order to

impart a stronger sense of the unpresentable”(82). It is indeed a “strange fate for a

journalist, to find himself in a place where no facts, as such, existed”(308). In the

third chapter of the novel Carter creates a “different level of reality” by removing

the “slender margin” between “real” and “unreal”. We enter Walser’s “ troubled

introspection” and it is through his mind that we can imagine how there could

exist a “world” beyond another. It is in this “dream” land where their “sense of

ivied reality impinged on real reality only inadvertently” that Fevvers and Walser

restore their “self”.

The exaggerated style of the novel, its stylized narrative and rhetorical perfor-

mances could be seen like a spectacle whose function could partly be the creation

of an excessive reality. This could be “a carnivalesque spirit”, what Faris(1995)

considers as primary in magical realist novels where “language is used extrava-

gantly, expending its resources beyond its referential needs”(184).

Metafiction is defined by Patricia Waugh(1984) as a “moment of crisis and recogni-

tion for the fiction” which “began as an anxiety about fiction’s inability to escape

itself”(46 ). The novel’s performance along the border of fact and fiction under-

lines and questions the fictionality of the novel from the first page by bringing

in factual documents, stylized effects and exaggerated imagery that as Heather

Johnson(2007) maintains “prevent the reader from being able to respond to the

novel’s world as though it were real”(74). That resisting underlayer essence that
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was mentioned earlier, which the novel attempts to touch could be the novel’s

will to create a new form of narrative. Carter doesn’t want to construct a real-

ist narrative in its conventional sense. The metafictional techniques confront the

mythical dimensions in the novel. The bird-woman is said to have mythological

bonding that preexists outside the novel. The novel presupposes their existence

and mixes mundane activities and grotesque with the mythical to demyth“ologize

and finally to invent (magic”). Fevvers’ quotidian life is described very elaborately

while grotesque descriptions of her and the mythological patterns connected to her

coexist:

“The blunt end of an enamelled hip bath full of suds of earlier ablutions stuck

out from behind a canvas screen, over which was thrown a dangling set of pink

fleshings so that at first glance you might have thought Fevvers had just flayed

herself[...]. There she was. In her pink fleshings, her breastbone stuck out like the

prow of a ship; the Iron Maiden cantilevered her bosom whilst paring down her

waist to almost nothing, so she looked as if she might snap in two at any careless

movement”(12).

Stoddart(2007) maintains that “Idealized forms are confronted by Carter’s acerbic

rationalism”(74). The novel has a deconstructive attitude for what are considered

as authentic “real” and ahistorical mythical discourse which are confronted with

grotesque and metafictional attitudes. The result in the outer layer would be a

magical realism that mixes its realism with grotesque and a metamorphosed myth

unmasking new discourses for creation of new “performativity” both for Fevvers

and for the textuality of the novel.

In Waugh’s(1984) definition of metafictional characters she maintains that “as

linguistic signs, the condition of fictional characters is one of absence: being and

not being. Fictional characters do not exist, yet we know who they are”(103).

Heather Johnson(2007) believes that Fevvers is “a typical metafictional character

as her miraculous origins are repeatedly mentioned in the narrative”(71). The

notion of “realness” of Fevvers and of the fictionality of the novel are explored
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from the beginning. Therefore “Is she fact or is she fiction” is a question that is

connected to both Fevvers and the structural metafictional layers of the narrative.

What Walser writes as a journalist when interviewing Fevvers becomes part of the

novel which normally appear in parenthesis: “First impression: physical ungainli-

ness. Such a lump it seems! But soon, quite soon, an acquired grace asserts itself,

probably the result of strenuous exercise ( check if she trained as a dancer.)”(15).

We read his notes and his journalism is confronted with the fictionality of the

novel. The fictionality of the narrative on the other hand tries to connect itself

to a “different level” of “reality” through metafiction. For example to undermine

the fictionality of Fevvers, Lizzie shows to Walser “three impeccable sheets of

manuscript, written on invoices for an ice-cream parlour”(84) written by Tous-

saint about how Madame Schreck’s museum ended. These sheets that enter the

novel define a new fictionality for the narrative. Through them the narrative an-

nounces its textuality and its being written and somehow loses its own “reality”

or realism to prove Fevvers’ reality. Through intertextuality and metafiction the

narrative creates a counter historical metafictional fiction with characters that are

“made through language”(Johnson 2007:71).

We see different kinds of writings or foreign languages like Objet trouvé(7), éclat(9),

corsetière(11), gemütlich(234), or references to Marriage of Figaro, Bizet’s Car-

men(59), Cirque d’hiver(101), Illustrated London News(5), and references to his-

torical people that create the quality of seeming real. However at the other side

the stylized effect of elaborate adjectives and exaggerated imagery or sentences

that all draw attention to themselves as Patricia Waugh(1984) maintains “pro-

vide a critique of their own method of construction, which not only examines

the fundamental structures of narrative fiction, but explores the possible fiction-

ality of the world outside the literary text”(40). As Robert Scholes(1995) argues

“Metafiction is a border line between fiction and criticism”(21). The metafictional

critical deconstructive existence in the context of the novel attempts to create new

performance for the conventional predefined attitudes of fiction.
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The intertextual entities that are treated with parody challenge the boundaries

of the text. The quotation marks especially in part one create a multiplicity of

voices and as Jeannette Baxter(2007) maintains “the promiscuity of quotation

marks within Fevvers’ narrative, which is itself framed by quotation marks, dis-

tinguishes the novel as one in which a very postmodern sense of authorship and

meaning operates”(98). She refers in this regard to the famous sentence from

Roland Barthes(1977) that argues that in the text it is “the language that speaks,

not the author”(143). She believes that Fevvers’ and Lizzie’s “experimental and

postmodern” narrative voice is confronted with Walser’s “skeptical and controlling

narrative strategies”(98). She maintains that Carter creates “an intertextual space

that is imaginatively charged and historically engaged”. The historical and the

imaginative, fact and fiction, and past and present are confronted and a dynamic

counter historical space is created(100).

However this “postmodern sense of authorship” and the metafiction and intertex-

tuality are overshadowed and controlled by Carter’s feminist and political stand-

point. Her progressive views lead the narrative and feed the demythologizing goal

of the novel. The old mythological frames of Fevvers are very powerful but are

confronted with Carter’s subversive views. And the postmodern techniques used,

work like the means through which this aim is achieved. And finally as all these

techniques don’t seem to meet the needs of the narrative and like Fevvers’ wings

that finally fly her to Siberia, the narrative also takes us to the land of magi-

cal realism where “there existed no difference between fact and fiction; instead,

a sort of magic realism”(308). Carter takes us to this mysterious land where a

“proto-Finno-Ugric”(308) language is spoken; and what was considered as a resist-

ing underlayer in the narrative that kept swimming under the narrative’s surface

overflows and derails the circus’ train toward the end of the novel. It takes us to

the land of magic realism where they “regarded hallucination as a job of work”;

“they shared a common dream, which was their world” and it “possessed none of

the implausibility of authentic history”(299).

Walser, the skeptical journalist who wants to categorize Fevvers among the great-

est humbugs of the world, has been described as “a kaleidoscope equipped with
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consciousness” which Stoddart(2007) believes has been taken from Walter Ben-

jamin’s(2006:191) essay on the French poet Charles Baudelaire. Stoddart(2007)

accordingly describes this figure as “one who exists in a state of nervous excite-

ment as he experiences shocks and collisions from the crowds around him”(113),

and who is a little “Weary with all the spinning”(7) is, as Carter(1985) in an

interview with Haffenden says, a “Permanent bystander”(89). He prefers to keep

a distance for “an involuntary habitual disengagement” which “was not the re-

sult of judgement” since “judgment involves positive and negative of belief”(7).

Walser is described as someone who doesn’t live his experiences, “retaining the

privileged irresponsibility of the journalist,” which was “the professional necessity

to see all and believe nothing”(6). At the beginning of the novel his position to-

ward Fevvers as a detached spectator is responded by the narrative’s losing hope

in realistic conventional principles that doesn’t get enough satisfaction in conven-

tional kind of “spectacle”. In an unknown effort, it starts going beyond these to

get to its “core” and similarly for Fevver’s to construct her “self” despite all the

dangers of the spectacle. After Walser joins the circus he starts to gain, instead

of excited perceptions, the “experience” and “belief”. Fevvers, too, who is ab-

sorbed in spectacular construction of herself during the novel comes to find her

“being” beyond these norms. This path moves parallel with what could be called

a movement forward in the plot that could be likened to the railway movement.

This could show Carter’s interest in picaresque tradition that takes us along this

path to a primitive place in Siberia where both Fevvers and the narrative could

touch their cores beyond all the figurative utterances, performances and stylized

manners of the narrative. The “theatricalism”(Britzolakis 1997:44) in the prose

and in Fevvers are convergent.

What helps Fevvers go through her “self” crisis is her love for Walser at a time

that she is “fading away, as if it was only always nothing but the discipline of the

audience that kept” her “in trim”(334). Lizzie takes all these and other misfortunes

happening to her as the result of her love for Walser. She believes in love as

something precious left on the “scarecrow of humanity”(332) but she describes

true lovers’ reunion with parody. Likewise Fevvers thinks her “me-ness is unique
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and indivisible”(333) and “the essence of” herself “may not be given or taken” but

she is in love with Walser and is just trying to justify this since it doesn’t go well

with her feminist attitudes.

In Siberia we start witnessing changes in the spectacle principles. Lizzie describes

the wilderness acting “like a moral magnifying glass, exaggerating the blemishes

of some and bringing out the finer points in those whom we thought had none”

(and describes Sophie as one who pursues the motto) “to travel hopefully is better

than to arrive”(331); someone always in the process of becoming. Her performance

and finally her getting “transformed back into her old self again”(347) should be

explained as a result of this flow. By using the “old self” at the end of the novel

Carter wants to call our attention to the fact that at the end of this personal path

taken by Fevvers which included the demythologizing and deconstruction of her

mythological identity, the “magical” mythological wings are still there but that

now they have a new function for Fevvers who wants to be a New Woman at the

beginning of a new era.

In the part where the primitive tribe sees Fevvers for the first time and all get im-

pressed at the sight of her wings ( that were with their natural colour) Fevvers feels

“their eyes restored her soul”, and she feels “she looked big enough to crack the

roof of the god-hut”(345). Fevvers after having doubted her old mythical identity

starts to define it again with more inward feminist notions that are more desirable

to her. She deconstructs her mythic identity and reconstruct it in Siberia where

she can empower her “self” again “in the light of his grey eyes”, and get “trans-

formed back into her old self again, without an application of peroxide,even”(347).

All these are happening in the land of magical realism that converge Fevvers’ path

to her “self” definition and the deconstructive underlayer in the novel.

She had her interview with Walser in London where “principle industries are the

music hall and the confidence trick”(5). At the end of the novel after she accepts

that she “fooled” Walser, she adds that ”there’s nothing like confidence”(350).

That is, she fools Walser because she thinks he belongs to this system but in

Siberia he should know the truth to come to her circle of trust. The novel begins
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and ends with an interview;Fevvers wants to be heard but in the final chapter

she mostly wants to play a “prophetic role” for the forgotten voiceless women.

She wants to be their voice, their inspiration and their symbol. She goes beyond

the borders of her old mythological existence in the wilderness with her hair not

blond anymore and her wing broken. For “turning from a freak into a woman” she

needed “the wonder in the eye of the beloved” to “become whole”, after doubting

her identity and the disintegration of her “self” that made her feel “turning ,willy-

nilly,from a woman into an idea”(343). The metaphoric Fevvers conflicts with the

material one; “She saw herself in Walser’s eyes and “instead of Fevvers, she saw

two perfect miniatures of a dream”, and to the primitive tribe “she who looks like

a hallucination but is not had no place in their view of things”(344).

She deconstructed her myth and defined a new identity based on her “body” and

her feminism that are the source of this process of change. Her body becomes

boundless and great in size and distorts and deconstructs the walls of her myth.

That is why her “body is abode of boundless freedom”(45), because it degrades

the spirituality, the highness of the myth and turns it into flesh, into something

more tangible, more weighty, more material to Fevvers. From an indeterminate

identity, “am I fact or am I fiction?” she can finally accept that she is neither one

nor the other but both; It’s the story of a mythological winged woman that is

at the same time weighty and big for carrying earthly “realistic” feminist views ,

and it’s not the other way around. A grotesquely real invades the old mythical.

It is the magic of a rare unexpected “real” that invades the preset, fixed social

,historical and mythical notions behind our social and historical performances.

It deconstructs them and defines new functions for them which according to the

very principles of the historical and mythical could be considered as “magical”

by unmasking the unknown, counter-metaphoric feminine dimensions of a cultural

discourse to create change. There is a metamorphosis of the myth into the magical

“real”. Her body in the process of becoming, gets regenerative and fruitful. She

wants to speak for the voiceless, forgotten women. The essentialism sometimes

attributed to her wings could be moderated by the fact that her wings are where

this understanding, this give and take between materiality and metaphor happens.
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Her wings perform two identities. As Mary Russo(1995) claims “she is both site of

labour and transcendence”(177). Being the reminiscent of a myth, she performs a

constructed predefined identity and little by little in the novel she starts perform-

ing what makes her body the freedom’s abode and leads her to start dwelling her

body; she gains an inwardness, a “self” that would construct identity.Jeannette

Baxter maintains that “aerialist survival was dependent upon a constant negotia-

tion of self and spectacle, of matter and metaphor and of woman and freak”(106).

The point where her wings get broken and she starts fading away is when the

“old” frames start breaking and going away. Russo(1995) maintains that “Carter

grotesquely deforms the female body as a cultural construction, to show how it

can be differently articulated”(165).

Use of magical realism happens through Carter’s manipulation of time and space in

several places in the novel. When Fevvers and Lizzie see Walser with the Shaman

after they had lost him, Fevvers is surprised and wonders how he has grown such

a long beard in one week:

“But it’s not a week since we all parted company! You can’t go native in a week!

’I don’t know if it is only a week since we lost him’, said Lizzie”(322).

Lizzie thinks that time “is passing marvelous swiftly” and that “their time is

running out”(323).

The ideologically and conventionally accepted concepts such as time and history

that are defined by the patriarchal dominant discourse are subverted and under-

mined. For example There is an old “French clock” above the mantelpiece in the

brothel that Fevvers calls a “signifier of Ma Nelson’s little private realm”:

”It was a figure of Father Time with a scythe in one hand and a skull in the other

above a face on which the hands stood always at either midnight or noon, the

minute hand and the hour hand folded perpetually together as if in prayer, for Ma

Nelson said the clock in her reception room must show the dead center of the day

or night, the shadowless hour, the hour of vision and revelation, the still hour in

the center of the storm of time”(30).
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This time’s being old and dead opens a still space at the center of the storm of

historicism. This space has a counter-historical essence. It “records” its “time” dif-

ferently. Fevvers’ first unsuccessful attempt for flying from above the mantelpiece

where she “stood where Father Time had stood”(30) is described with vengeance

and disappointment. She maintains that this old clock could have never recorded

that short moment of her floating in the air even if it worked:

”For, for one brief moment-one lapse or stutter of time so fleeting that the old

French clock, had it been in motion, could never have recorded it on its clumsy

cogs and springs, for just the smallest instant no longer than the briefest flutter

of a butterfly...I’d hovered”(32).

Another example that is a good example of magic realism is when Fevvers at the

Grand Duke’s palace in Petersburg understands that she is about to be trapped.

She runs and jumps aboard the toy train:

“the bitter knowledge she’d been fooled spurred Fevvers into action.She dropped

the toy train on the Isfahan runner- mercifully, it landed on its wheels- as, with

a grunt and whistle of expelled breath, the Grand duke ejaculated. In those few

seconds of his lapse of consciousness, Fevvers ran helter-skelter down the platform,

opened the door of the first-class compartment and clambered aboard. “Look what

a mess he’s made of your dress, the pig, said Lizzie”(226).

Wendy B. Faris(1995) contends that fictions that use magic realism “question

received ideas about time, space, and identity”(173) where ”we experience the

closeness or near-merging of two realms, two worlds”(172). Rawdon Wilson(1995)

uses the word “hybrid” in describing the space in magical realist narratives, (bor-

rowing a phrase from Lubomir Dolezel) where there is a “co-presence of distinct

fictional worlds”(225).

Circus as a marginal place, could be considered as an alternative to the fixed

realities and dichotomies of society. Through the central character who lives on

the thin border between fact and fiction a disruption of dominant conventions,

dominant systems happens; the conventional boundaries of life and history are
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transgressed. Fevvers starts initially by becoming a part of this system and then

deconstructing it by defying its rules. Her magic does not drown us in a fantastic

world, instead we start doubting the things accepted as “real” and realistic. The

circus, or the brothel as marginal places create spaces for transgression and magic.

However Carter’s progressive views would not suffice to a carnivalesque spirit that

disrupts the hierarchies only temporarily. And that is why she takes us to Siberia

which appears as a utopian place where foundational changes could happen.

Fevvers’ mythological background are the powerful source of her identity and sin-

gularity; she “never docked via what you might call the normal channels”(3).

Through the performance of her mythological identity that happens at the same

time with the materialization of it, she has the opportunity of creating her own

biography: “hatched out of a bloody great egg while Bow Bells rang, and ever

is!”(3). But what is more important is that Carter(1983) has “new readings of old

texts” that she describes as “put[ing] new wines in old bottles, especially if the

pressure of new wine makes the old bottles explode”(76) in the “Notes from the

front line”. She adds earthly and grotesque qualities to the myths to demytholo-

gize the mythic figures and to question their existence. By “taking the metaphor

literally” in Fevvers she creates a character who can go beyond the predefined

performance of her mythological identity to create possibilities for social change.

Fevvers performs her mythological identity on stage and there is a centrality of

display in the novel. She constructs this myth in front of the eyes of the audience,

asking them to look at her while she flies. It’s not the wings in themselves that

are “the proof of (her) own singularity”(36) but her ability to fly. She is aware of

it all. As Foucault(1975) says “he who is subjected to a field of visibility, and who

knows it, assumes responsibility for the constraints of power” and “he becomes the

principle of his own subjection”(201). Fevvers’ enthusiasm for self-display could

be considered as the way she communicates her “irreparable difference” with “the

rest of humankind”(36). By showing the audience her ability to fly she is trying

to tell them that her wings were not “in themselves a kind of physical deceit” ,

that they were not “like beauty in some women” “ intended for show and not for

use”(36). She adds personal qualities to her mythical proportions. And that is
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how she creates her magical dimensions too; she actualizes her fictive identity and

makes it “real”.

Sara Sceats(2007) believes that Butler perfomativity theory could not be applied

to the novel because of the fact that Fevvers chooses to go on stage and display

herself, that she is an aerialist, an artist, and there seems to be agency beyond

her performance. She thinks that the use of parody and irony makes us uncertain

and we can’t decide if she is making herself the object of male desires or if she is

deflating those fantasies. However the centrality of the panopticon image and the

importance of spectacle in the novel upon which Fevvers defines her identity could

imply that it would not be possible to define agency like this and on this level.

As Foucault(1975) says: “We are neither in the amphitheatre, nor on the stage,

but in the panoptic machine, invested by its effects of power, which we bring to

ourselves since we are part of its mechanism”(205). The centrality of the stage

and the panopticon image in novel foregrounds the concept of visibility through

the whole novel. It would be a part of the demythologizing process of a feminine

myth that is born in a brothel to be put on stage in a circus, to make her earthly

and grotesque and at the same time to create “magic” realism. She is born in a

marginal place in a society that undermines the realities of the lives of women.

The “new woman” in Fevvers, causes the myth to fade away and get redefined.

There is this unsettlement from her unconscious that moves her along the way

to freedom and self-definition. She performs her mythological identity since that

was in the first place the role that society fabricated for her. Regarding the

Fevvers performance on stage Sceats(2007) maintains that Carter doesn’t create a

“purely performative model of gender identity”(85) and she believes that there is

“intermittent assertion of the singular control behind her masquerade”(83). This

control, however, could be a certain part in her character that makes her question

the performative nature of what her mythological identity has put her through.

She is a bird-woman and she claims she has mythological origins. She feels the need

to show that her wings are real and not a “physical deceit”(36). She maintains

that she doesn’t want her wings to be only for show. She wants to prove that

she can use those mythological wings. That is why she starts performing it on
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stage, without noticing that this would end her in another visibility trap, one that

is formed as a basic pattern in her identity. At the beginning this performance

to Fevvers, who was born in the brothel and worked as cupid since young age,

was like moving one step toward self-definition. But little by little and after

all the ups and downs of her career and life, what starts growing in her is an

active social historical feminist attitude that starts unsettling her performance and

her mythological identity. Hence it is not really the parodical tone of narrative

that makes us uncertain about Fevvers’ agency but that she lives at the border

of fact and fiction or, as Baxter(2007) says, Fevvers’ “ambiguity” “is dependent

upon a constant negotiation of matter and metaphor”(106) between her fictional

part and her factual. The parody could be better explained in relation to the

demythologizing process by Carter.

Moreover Butler’s performativity theory doesn’t ascertain that gender would con-

tain a “purely performative model”. Butler uses the term “psychic excess” , a very

important concept that according to Paul Fry(2009) (in his lecture “Queer The-

ory and Gender Performativity”) ,defines a very flexible meaning for the sexuality.

Psychic excess could be defined as something that “unsettles the performance”.

He explains in this regard that:

“On the one hand we perform identity, we perform our subjectivity, we perform

gender, but beyond what we can perform there is “sexuality” which emerges from

the authentic realm of unconscious [. . . ] that exceeds the coded concepts of gender

or identity in general, and it is not that accessible[. . . ] .There is something au-

thentic about our sexuality, something more authentic than the sorts of aspects of

ourselves that we can perform[..]What prevents us from wholly performing sexual-

ity is what she calls the psychic excess. You can perform an identity, by repeating,

by imitating but you can’t wholly perform sexuality precisely because of the psy-

chic excess”.

As we can see looking for a purely performative model in Carter’s work would fail

to see what Butler defines as the limits and the purpose of the performance. She
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defines “gendering” as a set of social codes that operate on our bodies. And she

believes that sexuality is more flexible than this cultural coding.

Similarly this unsettling element from the unconscious (which was explained above)

helps Fevvers find her “self” beyond the performance. She can finally define herself

independent from the conventions and principles of visibility and popular visual

culture which stood for the panoptic essence of her life. In a critical moment of

the derailment she gets disconnected from her stage life and enters a land where

its people “inhabited a temporal dimension which did not take history into ac-

count”(314).

The criminal women’s panopticon represented the ideas in society about the fe-

male identity and gender stereotypes. They were stuck “in the trap of (their)

visibility”(248) and they performed their gender, as the society expected them,

but finally they unsettled everything and escaped the prison (hetero-normative

society). They get liberated, and it is their sexuality that leads them along the

way. However Foucalut’s panopticon doesn’t contain any solution for these women

and it is Carter’s feminism that creates the possibility of change for them. The

criminal women escape and form a female-only utopian society.

They were forced to perform the feminine gender roles, which formed the concept

of sexuality as something unsettling and uncooperative in them. And by a single

physical touch, things started to change. However these women’s feminist agenda

seems to take a different path from Fevvers’. The powerful cultural agents or

the “social coding” causes the sexuality to form an essentiality for itself. But

when the performance got doubted and deconstructed , the sexuality similarly is

deconstructed too. The criminal women’s separatist utopia may not fade away the

intrinsic essence ascribed to the female sexuality. A fixed image of the sexuality

may linger on.

Fevvers’ union with deconstructed Walser on the other hand seems to be a happier

ending for Carter where a deep understanding seems to take place between them.
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Sceats(2007) believes that “there is an issue of biological essentialism in the rep-

resentation of Fevvers’ escape; of whether it is her wings or own sense of personal

agency that cause it to happen”(88). She contends that Fevvers body is not

a “social artifact”. Fevvers wings are reminiscent of her mythological origins.

Carter uses the powerful frames of feminine mythological figures and provides a

new reading of them. This is mainly done through the demythologizing process

that happens through the parody and grotesque, and it undermines the ahistor-

ical entity of the myth. It gets confronted with Carter’s feminism and changes

accordingly. All these aspects are collected in Fevvers. Thus the idea of biological

essentialism could be replaced by a body that is “constructed in defiance of social

norms in its resistance to models of delicate, responsive femininity”(88).

The performance of Fevvers, which is the repetition of the mythical pattern which

forms her mythological identity, moves in parallel to the plot line in the novel.

This movement makes the identity construction possible for her. The mythical

pattern includes the self-display and the conventional beauty notions. However

the fact that she wants to prove her ability to fly gets a double implication in this

regard. Her flight proves that her wings are “real”; that she is a “real” myth. On

one hand this realness would entail the performing of the myth but on the other

hand as it faces Carter’s progressive feminist and political views, this realness

would be seen as “agency” for Fevvers. Fernihough(1997) sees “a replacement

of a truth based model of gender and identity with a time-based or repetition

based model”(50). Along this repetition the demythologizing process through

parody and grotesque is going on, and on the critical moment of the derailment,

Carter’s feminism overtakes the narrative and goes on in the land of magic realism

whose people had a “mystically four-dimensional (geography) they invented for

themselves”(300). They lived in a “dream, dreamed idea or settled conviction”

“that extended upwards, to the heavens, and downwards, into the bowels of the

earth”(299).

The double implication related to Fevvers’ flight could be connected to what

Paulina Palmer(1997) considers as “playing with mimesis”(31). She believes that

Fevvers is not “entrapped in male-scripted forms of masquerade” . She quotes Luce
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Irigaray in this regard who says that : “ To play with mimesis is, for a woman, to

try to recover the place of her exploitation by discourse, without allowing herself

to be simply reduced by it” which Palmer believes that “enables her to expose

and make visible, by an effect of playful repetition, what was supposed to remain

invisible”(31). However ascribing the word masquerade to Fevvers’ performance

undermines somehow her getting truly involved in it. The “invisible” resisting

elements that start unsettling her performance, are not known to her. They grow

little by little under the outer layer of the narrative and at the moment of the

derailment they overflow and overtake time and space.



Chapter 3

Postmodernism and History

Linda Hutcheon(1988) claims that Postmodern fiction is open to history and to the

“world”. She argues in this regard about a certain type of novel which she classifies

as “historiographic metafiction” that uses the historical discourse but “refuses to

surrender their autonomy as fiction”(124). In her analysis, Nights at the Circus has

been also mentioned as belonging to this category. In our analysis of the concept of

history and time in Carter’s work we notice that the novel’s being open to history

as Hutcheon maintains could be seen in its use of the intertexts of the past. This

past which would be the past of both history and literature includes mythological

literary as well as historical intertexts. To name a few examples from the literary

intertexts used in the novel we can mention the very first pages of the novel when

Fevvers is talking about her birth; she says that they called her “Cockney Venus”

and “Helen of the High Wire”. She tells Walser that “just like Helen of Troy” she

“was hatched”(3). Further on the narrative refers to Valkyries myth when Walser

is watching Fevvers’ performance for the first time(16). It says that Fevvers teeth

were “ big and carnivorous as those of Red Riding Hood’s grandmother” when

describing her face while on the stage and being applauded by the audience(17).

There are also a lot of references to the works or names of other artists or writers,

names of real places and real people.

However it wouldn’t be necessarily useful for our analysis to try to categorize these

intertexts like that. This could sometimes be difficult too since these intertexts

33
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are all connected to each other through their textuality which would confuse the

borderlines. They are all textualized remains of the past. These intertexts provide

us with some background information about the past and are all part of the cultural

discourses of their time, be it historical or literary, which the novel puts in a new

context in order that it can rewrite these pasts, including the past of literature

and of history and art. These intertexts carry the discourse where these past

realities belonged. But they are used parodically in the novel. So the novel gets

its meaning from them simply by using them but at the same time makes itself

open to the reader and to the present by subverting those principles mainly through

parody. As Derrida(1977 ) argues in this regard “result of such contesting would

be a break with every given context, engendering an infinity of new contexts in a

manner which is absolutely illimitable”(185).

The textuality of the novel gets fragmented, discontinuous and multiple with the

literary and historical intertexts. In this way the textuality of the past becomes

part of the complex textuality of the novel ; these intertexts represent the past

and its discourse . When describing Nelson’s drawing room Fevvers says:

“She went in for leather armchairs and tables with The Times on them that Liz

ironed every morning and the walls, covered with wine-red, figured damask, were

hung with oil paintings of mythological subjects so crusted with age that the

painted scenes within the golden frames seemed full of the honey of ancient sunlight

and it had crystallised to form a sweet scab”(28).

The novel installs the conventions of the past which it keeps upsetting and toppling

at the same time to rewrite history. The myth of Leda and the Swan, for example,

is personized and substantiated by being connected to Fevvers. She goes on:

“but there was one picture I shall always remember, for it is as if engraved upon

my heart. It hung above the mantelpiece and I need hardly tell you that its subject

was Leda and the Swan” [. . . ] “so I always saw, as through a glass, darkly, what

might have been my own primal scene, my own conception, the heavenly bird in a

white majesty of feathers descending with imperious desire upon the half-stunned

and yet herself impassioned girl”(29).
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This technique is paradoxical and contradictory. There is no dismissal of those con-

ventions and no overcoming. It uses and abuses them through parody. According

to Hutcheon’s definition(1988:128), “historiographic metafiction” or in another

term postmodern fiction first installs and uses the historical contexts and then

abuses those very assumptions to interrogate and examine ideas that it doesn’t

decline entirely. The novel’s use of the mythological patterns of several feminine

myths for the female characters throughout the novel could be mainly explained

like that. The parody in the novel brings about a big part of this questioning. It

undertakes a mostly thematic reworking of the textual pasts of mythology, fiction,

history and of world. These intertexts are connected to the past. They become

part of the textuality of the novel. What makes the textuality of the novel differ-

ent from the past are the parody and the metafictional techniques that question

the history and also the conventions of a realistic text. In the same place in the

novel when Fevvers tells Walser about the painting, through what he thinks to

himself we see the attribution of the painting to the wrong painter; “ a one-eyed,

metaphysical madame, in whitechapel , in possession of a Titian? Shall I believe

it?”(29).

In Nelson’s view the “time himself, the father of transfigurations” had an “invisible

hand” that “was in anonymous complicity with that of every human painter”(28).The

authenticity of our “historical knowledge”(Hutcheon 1988:46) is doubted and treated

with parody. We are asked to consider the presence of an “invisible hand” who

has the power of changing the “facts”.

In fearsome Madam Schreck’s freakshow Fevvers becomes part of a “museum”

known as “Down Below” with several other women with unique, “unnatural”

appearances or human oddities to “cater for those” men “who were troubled

in their. . . souls” whom Fevvers describe as being “remarkable for their ugli-

ness”(63). These women include Sleeping Beauty, the Wiltsire Wonder, the “bi-

partite” Albert/Albertina, and Fanny Four-Eyes with eyes on her nipples and the

Cobwebs. And there is also a black slave called Toussaint, who doesn’t have a

mouth for the eloquent “dialectic” he has. He plays organ for the “tableaux Vi-

vants” of Madam Schreck who is a “living Skeleton”. The Sleeping Beauty fell
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asleep “in her fourteen, the very day her menses started”(70) which is when she

was starting to be a woman. She only wakes up at sunset for a few minutes to eat

something. She is “pretty as a picture” and with her long hair, and manicured

nails is taken to the “Abyss” every night to be part of the show. She is not “ a

dreamless sleeper” and she weeps in her dreams where she “drifts like sea-wrack”

on the “vast ocean of sleep”. She couldn’t perform “being” a woman which was

unsupportable to her. She got totally passive and senseless, her “female flow”(71)

stopped and her disordered distressful dreams occupied her completely. Carter

puts the sleeping beauty myth in a new context. There is no happy ending await-

ing us. She questions the patriarchal discourse and the conventional reductionist

functions of that myth.

For the clients there is this wardrobe where the client could find himself “a cassock,

or a ballet-dancer’s frock, or whatever he fancied”(68). We have a combination of

the intertexts describing there. For example it refers to a judge who always chooses

an “executioner’s hood” as his garment; in the “Black theater”, “Albert/Albertina

puts a noose around his neck and give it a bit of a pull but not enough to hurt,

whereupon he’d ejaculate”(69). During the show Toussaint plays a “ heartening

tune such as a nice Kyrie from some requiem”. And finally “the old hag” comes

downstairs “like lady Macbeth” or like “ Virgil in Hell” to guide the “happy

clients”. All these familiar intertexts are used and then abused and questioned.

They are used in a different context and with a different function to become

part of the representation of the macabre “Abyss” of La Schreck to undercut the

domineering patriarchal discourse in the society.

The ironic narrative and the parodical tone encompass different aspects in the

novel. For example for Walser we can feel that his point of view is limited. When

he is watching Fevvers show at the beginning of the novel the narrative makes him

behave and think in an incompetent way: “Walser sat back with a pleased smile

on his lips”. He was watching Fevvers show when the wind from the stage rumpled

his pages “and he temporarily lost his place”, “almost displaced his composure but

managed to grab tight hold of his skepticism”(15). It is the narrative that enters

his mind, lets us see his notes and disarranges him. The narrative isn’t neutral
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when talking about Fevvers either. Walser’s skepticism tries to create a critical dis-

tance for questioning Fevvers but since that kind of skepticism is itself questioned

in the novel, Fevvers gets away and takes flight. The parody around Fevvers is

often accompanied by grotesque descriptions that move toward a demythologizing

end. When the narrative is describing Fevvers fly it acts cautiously; “the invisible

wire that must have hauled her up remained invisible”. And the description of her

ascending is not glorious as a winged woman should be: “ Her wings throbbed,

pulsed, then whirred, buzzed and at last began to beat steadily on the air”(15).

However this tone is compensated through an inclination that is felt in the nar-

rative for Fevvers that moves toward the materialization of the fictitious Fevvers.

The trick of the clock for example is revealed only at the end of the novel. But

it says immediately that it was the only lie told, is justified and wants the reader

to believe in the rest. It worked on Walser in the first place. Interestingly this

lie which is said to be the only one, is told to the skeptical character in the novel

and the truth is later also revealed to him. Walser is used in a way to guarantee

the impact of the lie on the reader but at the same time to cherish uprightness

when he loses his heart to Fevvers and the truth is revealed to him. He is a totally

different person at that time.

Fevvers does her best in performing the myth of the winged woman but this will

disintegrate her along the line of the novel and that’s when another identity gets

to get formed where she can define her reality differently. And that is where the

magic of this socially unexpected ‘real’ clashes with the mythological Fevvers.

The novel doesn’t mention any specific event directly and attempts to undermine

the authenticity of historical events and history telling. It In this regard as Stod-

dart(2007) has noticed we could see that one of the underlying philosophies could

be the Philosophy of history of Walter Benjamin and his concept of Angel of his-

tory; an angel who is in a state of flux; has his mouth open, his face turned to the

past and with a wreckage of events that are piled at his feet. He wants to stay

and do something about it but a powerful storm from the paradise arrives and

forces him to fly; The storm from the paradise is reductively viewed as a version

of conventional historical progress. He is contrasting two versions of history. The
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storm of historical change coming from the sky could be related to historicism’s

forgetful, reduced and fake view as he calls it and the one moving along on the

earth to the historical materialist version, carrying all the wreckage that the storm

wants to disappear , but it only gets to scatter them. Where the angel stands the

suffering, the historical silences, and the unraveled problems of political systems

during history are entombed. The angel who is the emblem of innocence, the one

enduring the real history who gets caught in the storm, who is insignificant and

voiceless but is able to see behind what is commonly seen as a chain of events.

Stoddart(2007) believes that Carter has tried to construct Fevvers like a female

version of the angel of history of Benjamin, someone who is entitled to a different

view on the past and future. To her the derailment is the point where the storm

from paradise got into her wings and forced her toward an unclear future. Lizzie

and Fevvers lost the lucky pieces of the patriarchal time to develop their own view

on history and time out of the reductionist range of vision of the historicism that

as Benjamin says makes a “once –upon- a- time” version of history.

Walser mentions in his report an approaching uproar, using a literary discourse

that is not expected from a skeptical journalist: “Within the city, the sweet geom-

etry of every prospect; outside, limitless Russia and the approaching storm”(111).

The novel also talks about a storm that is gaining on Petersburg, a storm that

could overthrow the city which could imply the spread of the revolution of 1917 and

its situation at that time: “Now peering at the great horseman on his plinth with

a vague terror, as though the horseman were not the effigy of the city’s founder

but the herald of four yet more mythic horsemen who are, indeed, on their way to

confound Petersburg forever, though they won’t arrive yet, not quite yet”(169).

The storms blow and historical moments muzzily stand between the devastations of

the past and an opaque future. It diminishes the authenticity of viewing historical

events by historicism.

This diminishing attitude towards historicism goes with the magical representa-

tion of time in the land of magical realism in Siberia. Indeed there is a subversive
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unexpected political “real” that develops above the textuality of the novel bit

by bit through parody and metafiction which questions the authenticity of those

mythological patterns and finally flies the narrative to the land of magical real-

ism where they “inhabited a temporal dimension which did not take history into

account. They were a-historic. Time meant nothing to them”(314).

It creates a critical matrix for a materialist version of history that is not linear and

sequential, which questions the concepts of history, past, present and future. This

indigenous people in Siberia, it is maintained that didn’t know “in what way the

past differed from the present. They weren’t too sure of what was different about

future, either”(306). Carter goes beyond the authentic history, reconstructing its

own historical through diminishing “history as we know it”(314). This tribe’s

history exists in an “unacknowledged abyss” under the “five-star comfort”(234)

fast train of the civilization. Fevvers likens the time they have been on the train

and crossing Siberia to a “Limbo”. They are moving through a timeless land while

they are supposed to move forward at “the cusp of modern age”. But the novel

blurs the borders of past and future and creates a timeless ahistorical mixture.

And it maintains that to the indigenous Siberians “the future was more present”

“than they were prepared to admit; every day they drank it and they handled

it”(314).

Fevvers who feels “like a bird in a gilded cage” on the train thinks that they “have

no right to be here”(234). As “ Cockney Venus” or the “Winged Victory” she is a

character that carries the historical frames of her myth from the past who has the

desire of flying towards the “New Era” where she can be a “New Woman”(323).

But she feels like a “tightrope walker” that should keep moving along a pre-defined

path without “deviating”. However the train gets derailed and she falls into the

dark “abyss” of Siberia where ,to our surprise, they seem to be the ones with

a “flexible and resilient mythology” that is “able to incorporate the future into

itself and so prevent its believers from disappearing into the past”(315).And that

is where Fevvers , who lives at the border of being a myth and a woman, finds the

possibility of reconstructing her “self”. And that is also where Lizzie and Fevvers

want to write down their own version of history, history of silent women imprisoned
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in the pre-defined frames of patriarchal ideologies. They want to construct their

own counter sense of historical that is not “white history” “European history” or

“Yanqui history”(314) to produce a personal narrative and reconstruction.

The novel is filled with names of real places and real people:

“On that European tour of hers, Parisians shot themselves in droves for her sake;

not just Lautrec but all the post-impressionists vied to paint her; Willy gave

her supper and she gave Collette some good advice. Alfred Jarry proposed mar-

riage”(8).

In another place it names the Kaiser in Berlin or the king in Portugal and the

new psychoanalysis approach in Vienna(8). Or it refers to other literary works;

when describing Walser as an American journalist with “a picaresque career”

who “hailed from California”(6) it alludes to Herman Melville’s Moby Dick(1851):

“Call him Ishmael; but Ishmael with an expense account”(6).

The novel puts these intertexts in a new context and they start to mean differently

in the textuality of the novel. These intertexts are connected to the reality of the

past and by entering the textuality of the novel , they are used against themselves.

Their meaning and their discourse is undermined and we notice that “reality” of

the past is not a fixed depthless fact or what is found in history books. The parody

doesn’t destroy that reality but questions it and defamiliarizes it ; this strategy

is paradoxical. We don’t have a realistic representation of the past because of

the intertexts and the parody and metafiction surrounding them. We have ironic

allusions, quotations that are used and put in new contexts, we have parody of

other works, people, events. As Hutcheon(1988) borrowing a phrase from Fou-

cault(1977b:92) says: “Postmodern is self-consciously art ‘within the archive’ and

that archive is both historical and literary”(125).

The part where baboushka is trying to tell Little Ivan a story about a pig that

goes to Petersburg is repeatedly interrupted because baboushka wants to go back

to her work in the kitchen. She doesn’t want to be a storyteller; “But it turns

out the baboushka can’t be bothered with the pig and its story. No Scheherezade,
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she”(112). Instead we start reading Walser’s report in which he uses myth and

fairytale : “ Russia is a sphinx; St Petersburg, the beautiful smile of her face.

Petersburg, loveliest of all hallucinations, the shimmering mirage in the Northern

wilderness glimpsed for a breathless second between black forest and the frozen

sea.Within the sweet geometry of every prospect; outside, limitless Russia and the

approaching storm”(111).

The line of the narrative gets interrupted by this report which comes to be about

Petersburg too like the baboushka’s uncompleted story . He uses fairytale and

mythical characters and elements to report an advancing storm. “the sphinx is

knitting out of the blood and sinew of history” “an exemplary destiny” for this city

that has been created “at the whim of a tyrant” at whose command “the rocks of

wilderness transformed-turned into palaces”(111). He is supposed to write a report

which should contain more realistic details of the present situation of the city. But

instead it uses fairytale frame and a literary tone which could be another attempt

to undermine the reductionist approaches of historicism in representing the reality

of the world behind the texts. Carter uses this frame to expose the ferocity of

the historical and political reality of Petersburg. She seems to prefer fairytale to

a “realistic” report. These fairytale intertexts through Carter’s ironic and acerbic

tone reveal the “violence of authentic history” : “The old woman and the child

do not know what we know about their city. They lived on, without knowledge

or surmise, in this city that is on the point of becoming legend but not yet, not

quite yet; the city this sleeping beauty of a city, stirs and murmurs, longing yet

fearing the rough and bloody kiss that will awaken her, tugging at her moorings

in the past, striving, yearning to burst through the present into the violence of

that authentic history to which this narrative-as must by now be obvious! Does

not belong”(111).

She makes the authentic history, namely the Revolution of 1917 appear like a

bloody fairytale. In this way she is using the fairytale frame for her own purpose

and also undermining the “authentic history” or “history as we know it”(314). As

Hayden White(1978:69) maintains, “Every representation of the past has specifi-

able ideological implications” and belongs to a certain discourse. The historical
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details if mentioned directly are re-contextualized. This would produce a notice-

able difference for the reader between the textuality of the past and its reality.

Walser is deliberately using techniques of fiction for writing a piece of journalism

that should be more documented and objective. Instead of using a realism that

could be limited in breadth of view it becomes personal and provisional. The novel

doesn’t want to use the conventional ways of writing about the past. It could be

as Stoddart says “ an indirect way into understanding the dynamics of histori-

cal change”(24). She doesn’t want to use the conventional factors in defining the

situation of Petersburg. And rewriting the reality of history of the city tries to

touch a different discourse behind the history of the city. The fact that Walser,

the skeptical reporter, with “his habitual involuntary disengagement” who “had

not experienced his experience as experience”(7), writes this part , at the same

time, could make it parodical of the authenticity of “authentic history” “to which

this narrative” claims that “does not belong”(111).

In the same way through irony and parody the novel wants to undermine the

authentic history; to give this impression again that we can’t be sure about the

records of the past. This parodical attitude that creates a space for questioning

, defamiliarizing and doubting puts aside the domineering center of the narrative

.The margins like the brothel where Fevvers was born or the circus where she

works are foregrounded. These marginal positions do not reject the center. They

use the discourse of the center; they use intertexts and abuse them through parody

and metafiction which develops a paradoxical identity for them. That is how we

see high and low culture discourse together in the novel. This paradoxical identity

by using and abusing the discourse of the center wants to resist consistency in the

narrative. Conventions are made unfamiliar through metafictional attitude of the

novel and questioned through parody. The parodical tone in the novel can make

the novel look prudent, conservative and progressive at the same time. This could

be said about the decorous tone of the novel, its use of French, its allusions to

other works or other artists. It could also be said about the Fevvers who at the

beginning of the novel looks like a traditionalist who performs the myth of the

winged woman but at the end of the novel is completely a different person with
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progressive revisionist ideas; Fevvers from the margins of her society develops a

new identity. Parodic intertextualites from fairy tales, other novels, newspapers,

and mixing of popular and high art are also used to rethink and rewrite history.

The doubleness of the narrative doesn’t diminish its message because out of this

doubleness the novel defines its magical realism too. The narrative that resisted

continuity and realistic conventions through parody, intertextuality and metafic-

tion finally derails the narrative and leads it to the land of magical realism where

the novel can define its sources and its territory where its originality also lay,

and not borrowed from the principles it used or abused earlier. And on the final

step after the intertextual parodies crossed the genre boundaries the magical real

would take this contradictory text beyond the limits and the narrative flies to the

timeless land of magical realism, carrying a realism that is subversive, feminist,

political and counter-historical and at the same time “magical” which in the mag-

ical aspect could not be considered as a coming to terms with existing traditions

of earlier historical and literary conventions.

On one hand the self-reflexive attitude in metafictional fictions foregrounds the

autonomy of art(Hutcheon1988:227) but on the other hand intertextuality and use

of ironic parody develop a critical relation to the world of discourse, to the politics

and society. This is a contradictory quality of the novel too; After Walser’s report

is done we are told that “the old woman and the child” “do not know what we (as

readers) know about their city. Petersburg was called Petrograd for the first time

in 1830s in one of Alexandre Pushkin’s poem and this change officially took place

in 1914 at the command of tsar Nicholas II after the war with Germany started.

And in 1924 after the October Revolution the name changed to Leningrad. Carter

uses this renaming and contends that St Petersburg “does not exist anymore” and

that “another beautiful city of a different name bestrides the mighty Neva”(110).

The fact that the city doesn’t exist anymore creates a fictionality for baboushka

and little Ivan . Walser writes a report that looks more like a story about them.

Their story gets framed within Walser’s report who is writing it down and the

novel reads it for us. Walser becomes the “Scheherezade” as baboushka “can’t

be bothered with the pig and its story. No scheherezade, she”(112). She becomes
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more fictional than Walser to us and we start reading their story or “history”. The

Sleeping Beauty fairy tale is used to announce the city’s “burst” into “violence”

after a “bloody kiss” of the revolution.

Rawdon Wilson(1995) in explaining the term “stereographic space” in Roland

Barthes’ book S/Z: An Essay (1974), contends that it is “the space of an inter-

textual enchainment in which one text, or silver of a text, associates itself with,

pulls into its own textual space, some other text, or textual shard”(226) . To

him “ stereographic space is the field(or complex place) of textual inscription. He

believes that one may see not only a world in words, a world from a text, but also

worlds within the textual world” ,“a pattern of hybrid construction” “where the

metamorphoses” happen(225).

The use of quotation marks, a decorous tone, overwriting and use of different

languages , and self-conscious act of writing on one hand and on the other the

parodical tone surrounding the historical intertexts that are defamiliarized creates

a complex textuality for the novel that makes it both postmodern and historical.

Fevvers tells Princess that singing is to “rob speech of its function and render it

devine”(179). The textuality of the language comes to have a new meaning and

function in the song. Mignon “did not understand the words, even though they

were in her own language”. In the song she asks “do you know the land where the

lemon trees grow?”(181). The function of the words and language is defamiliarized

or demythologized and they are “rendered divine”.

The textuality of the novel goes along the magical realism technique in the novel.

The causality and the single -centeredness of the past texts is undercut and the

new complex textuality of the novel installs the mythological pattern by entering

the intertexts and then abuse them for the creation of its own magical real that

could contest those conventional patterns.

Ironic parody by creating a questioning towards the common use of conventions

of narrative and a skepticism about the intertexts of the pasts paves the way

for the development of magical realism. Through the intertexts the paradoxes

of ex-centric and the centered positioned attitudes and ideologies are confronted.
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The novel doesn’t end this opposition but in the final part in the land of magical

realism, when Fevvers could finally “transform back into her old ‘self’ again” and

when she starts defining a new identity for herself the revised feminist attitude of

the novel outweighs. But anyway throughout the novel multiplicity of truths are

maintained by trying to confront the history of silent figures to the official versions

of it and by creating a critical space around the intertexts it wants us to question

whose truth it is that is told and why it is so.

The metafictional attitude of the novel doesn’t prove the textuality of the past

by a self-conscious attitude in writing that is aware of the way the literary and

historical intertexts are merged and put in a new context; there is no authentic

representation of history; Historical intertexts are either put in a new context or

wrapped in fairy tale. There is also no fixed mythological pattern. They are

all questioned and defamiliarized through metafiction and parody and grotesque

as discussed in the second chapter of this work. The novel doesn’t want to be

definitive about the past and that’s why it opens the texts of the past to the

present. It uses and abuses those texts. It puts them in a new context and makes

us question their “reality” .And in this way the line between fiction, history and

fact is blurred.

Hutcheon in describing the protagonists in postmodern fictions with historio-

graphic metafiction maintains that that “they are anything but proper types:

they are the ex-centrics, the marginalized, the peripheral figures of fictional his-

tory”(114). And she names Fevvers as belonging to this category. Fevvers has

a double identity from the beginning of the novel up to the last part. She is a

mythical and a marginalized character. In a way her mythicl background is first

installed and then ironically undercut by her ex-centric marginal part that goes on

to develop Fevvers’ true “self”. Douwe Fokkema(1986) believes that “the postmod-

ernist device of “permutation of possible and impossible, relevant and irrelevant,

true and false, reality and parody, metaphor,and literal meaning is probably the

most subversive one with regard to earlier conventions”(95). Theo L D’haen(1995)

considers this attitude as “central to the definition of magic realism” and main-

tains that “I would see the subversion being worked here as not just reflecting
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upon earlier conventions, but also upon the metanarratives or ideologies these

conventions uphold”(201).

The boundaries between fiction and history are blurred when Carter names “Leda

and the Swan” as being painted by Titian. Titian has never painted “Leda and the

Swan”. This could be another attempt to diminish the authenticity of historical

facts. As mentioned earlier it also questions our ability to know the past. It also

parodies the position of the author and the nature of identity and the notion of

subjectivity. As Jeanette Baxter(2007) says, it “underscores postmodern fiction’s

ongoing interrogation of the grounds of textual authority and authenticity because

in the absence of any kind stable author figure the interpretive burdens of the

text lie not in its origin but in its destination”(103) which in Roland Barthes’

words makes the text “ a polysemic space where the path of several possible

meanings intersect”(1981:37). The novel uses parody, metafiction and fairytale

to recontextualize the textualized past. The metafiction from a different layer

reconsiders the relation between fact and fiction. The novel wants to close the gap

between past and present. So the novel doesn’t empty the history and doesn’t

say that it didn’t exist but we have only texts and these textualized remains of

the past are taken into a new context, are confronted, used and abused. Thus the

ideology of the novel is paradoxical. It gets its power from what it contests. But

this paradox doesn’t empty its critical viewpoint.

The intertextual nature of the past in the novel doesn’t spoil the seriousness of the

novel. And the novel doesn’t want to imply that it is more important than history.

It only questions the ability to know the past with any certainty and also wants to

show the limits of writing and also to question our ability to represent the past in

language because the language as Hutcheon(1988:119) asserts refers to discursive

contexts and not to real objects. By doing this to the intertexts it wants to create

a critical space through which it can advance the history of the ex-centric silent

figures. The novel treats the intertexts as represntations of representations as it

tries to imply that there is no external truth and the textuality of the intertexts

is parodixacaly reminded.In this way it gets doubly removed from the reality of

the past. The novel attempts to be historical but at the same time it shows
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that “historical” as Hutcheon argues is what is basically created through power

discourse(Hutcheon 1988:127).

Rachel Carrol(2000) like Hutcheon considers the novel as a postmodern text in

which the “textuality of history is self -consciously evoked by the historical and

literary pastiche in which it revels”(188). In this regard she analyzes the novel’s

reaction toward history and time concentrating more on how the concept of time

is defined in the novel. To Carrol the historical unconscious keeps unsettling the

present. The time line in the novel differs from the authentic historical line. In

an accident from the unconscious the derailment ends even this linearity and the

novel gets timeless to go against the historicism sequential perspective. Furure

and past get mingled in a timeless integration. The Siberian indigenous tribe are

“ahistoric”(314).When the novel is describing the Shaman’s system of belief it

says that his “cosmogony, for all its complexity of forms,impulses, and states of

being perpetually in flux, was finite just because it was a human invention and

possessed none of the implausibility of authentic history”(299).This attitude could

be as Carrol argues not an overcoming of the past. It would be a rewriting of the

past by first installing and then unsettling it. It is paradoxical but it can finally

and in the last part of the novel where the nararrative has also flown to the land

of magical realism, define an identity for Fevvers and for the narrative.

In the novel Mignon is a character who lives without history. She is a silent figure

who can only express her emotions by reading some songs the meaning of which

she doesn’t understand. Fevvers argues in this regard, telling the Princess that “

If they hate speech because it divides us from them, to sing is to rob speech of its

function and render it divine”(179). She changes the function of the speech in the

same way the novel changes the context and function of the intertexts of the past

through parody and metafiction and in some parts diminishing its authenticity

through fairytale. Mignon “had an exceedingly short memory, which alone saved

her from desolation”(164). The lack of history is connected to the absence of

speech in her. Words could be likened to the intertexts which are connected to

the past which we keep putting in new contexts in order to make them serve us in

the present. The words are not completely absent in her though. She sings. She
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uses the songs as a way of expressing “ the scarcely-to-be-imagined tragedy of her

life”(153). So we could maintain that the past keeps unsettling her but she is so

traumatized from her tragic past that she has developed an unconscious way of

dealing with it (and with the words) through singing. She uses the words but with

a different function. The songs touch the reality of the past unconsciously and in

an original way that fights back against it, without her knowing their meaning,

which connect her loosely to the present:

“Mignon had the febrile gaiety of a being without a past, without a present, yet

she existed thus, without memory or history, only because her past was too bleak

to think of and her future too terrible to contemplate; she was the broken blossom

of the present tense”(163).

Continuity, order, and conventional sense of time are challenged. The novel’s

metafictional attitude, along with parody pave the way for the development of a

“magic” “real” that changes this logic. Actions do not lead to one another. They

don’t follow each other in a chain. We feel the existence of a transgressive counter-

historical time , that goes against the conventional one, the ‘authentic’ historical

whose verisimilitude is questioned and that looks more like the mythical and that’s

how the novel defines its magicality. It’s a magic that could be a repressed reality

in the unconscious of the history that destroys the authenticity of historicism. The

railway element in the novel that starts moving at the final part of the first section

is something that comes out of the construction of Fevvers past. Present moment

is in the panopticon of a stage artist who should represent a female myth. She

is in a fight between fact and fiction where she has to prove her originality by

constructing her reality for Walser through that personal narrative. The narrative

finally disturbs the conventional logic and linearity of the past events that lead to

the present. Fevvers’ move along the railway is derailed to let Fevvers enter the

land of magical realism. At the end of the novel in Siberia Fevvers while suffering

“the worst crisis of her life: ‘Am I fact? Or am I fiction?’ ” when found Walser

and noticed that it was a “reconstructed” Walser “her heart lifted and sang” and

“she looked big enough to “crack the roof of the god-hut”(345). It is in this land

that she transcends this “dubious kind of reality”(344) and becomes fact”.
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The first chapter of the novel is a personal history. It’s true that ,as Bax-

ter(2007:103) contends, Fevvers is the “agent of her textual production” in first

section but we don’t get this feeling that she is the first source and the origin

of her narrative as she and Lizzie try hard to impress Walser in different ways

like showing him written documents or even playing tricks on him. Her reality is

vague to her too. This chapter is the construction of Fevvers mythical identity

through her narrative which Baxter(2007) considers as “a vital strategy within

her survival” that “transforms a fiction into a material reality”(103) . Railway

line and the performance of the old myth appear to move forward in the novel

but there is derailment. When derailment happens the idea of moving forward is

doubted. So the repetition and the time collapses. The repetition happens and

exists in the first chapter and it is through this repetition that the need for another

‘time’ to be born is felt. The performance of Fevvers’ mythological identity has a

linear logic but at the same time it is repetitive. So the spectacle of the winged

woman happens in time but there is this contradiction like the contradiction in the

railway that moves forward but gets to primitive Siberia. In the train crash, time

and space and identity are destroyed and derailment makes them move toward an

unclear future and finally towards a new identity. Fevvers derails her performance.

Another time is born and her ‘self’ is recovered. It’s like time had a spiral pattern

that kept piling up on itself in a panopticon. It was being watched. But there

was this attitude in it that resisted being historical and “authentic”. She and the

narrative tried to resist the performative spirality of her being. She kept repeating

her role but it could develop a new movement in time and space finally. It got

derailed and flew to timeless Siberia to restore her “self” and stop being like “a

bird in a gilded cage”(343). Representation of this new time which was discussed

in the second chapter is literary; time moves toward magic; history moves toward

magic.



Chapter 4

The Carnivalesque, Feminism and

Carter’s Style in Writing

The theme of carnival and carnivalesque in Nights at the Circus has been always

regarded as having a discernible significance in the formation and understanding

of the novel. Among the various interpretations that mostly and simply tend to

apply the carnivalesque theory to the whole novel, Stoddart(2007) maintains that

in the novel “dangers of an unrestrained carnival are provided”(115)which she

believes could be well represented in the performance of the clowns who acted out

an intense sense of erosion of control in the “modern” world. On the other side of

this representation and the performance by clowns we have Fevvers’ who performs

with “composed integrity” and who finally by deconstructing her performance

defines a new identity for herself. The clowns’ performance, however, changes

nothing and hurts no one but themselves. Stoddart believes that they eroded

their sense of self through their performance(Stoddart2007:116). Buffo and his

group carry highly carnivalesque themes and the clown alley just looks like an

“extension of a madhouse” where the norms and principles of the outside world do

not exist but over and above that nothing else prevails. It’s an absurd dangerous

emptiness where the clowns can’t adhere any meaning to their empty “self”. The

neglectful audience laughs at this emptiness. They laugh cruelly to those who have

failed to function in their world. They are the dregs of the society, the “whores of

50
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mirth”(138) who wear away their “self” excessively and with no orientation, and

lose any sense of identity they used to have in their society. At the starting point

in their riot, it could be detected a tendency to deconstruct some of the old notions

of society but since it doesn’t have firm and determined motives and intentions

behind it they get lost in the middle. They get repressed, they fear their isolated

emptiness and they surrender to a function, to a role in the very society they

may have wanted to disturb. They become clowns and they pay by their lives for

playing this role. As we see in the novel Buffo gets a tragic end. He is overcome

with insanity .He disappears and gets destroyed. Clown alley is the personification

of the restrictions and defections of the modern society where frames and patterns

of power are implemented on the people. The clowns enter a dangerous game

controlled by political powers to function legitimately as a safety valve and as

a guarantee for the permanence of this society. In this controlled prison they

temporarily disturb the normality and the fixed preconceptions of society. They

empty themselves from all old patterns but in the constant visibility of that prison

they can’t define any identity of any type for themselves. It’s a dangerous game

that ends in their destruction and insanity. Sally Robinson(1991:127) insists that

this marginalized world exists only in relation to existing structures and centers

of cultural power. The Clowns’ performance created a controlled way to promote

the interests of politically totalitarian regimes.

The novel provides us with Fevvers who undergoes the same situation. She comes

from the social margins; she works in the circus and performs an old pattern of

an old myth. But she doesn’t end like the clowns. She goes a totally different way

to deconstruct the old patterns based on her social and political views. The novel

also provides us with Walser, the only one who stays safe among the clowns. He

was an exception who could escape his fate and began to fill his previously empty

self with experience. Buffo and what happens to him could be seen as a warning

about what happens when “too much belief is invested in the power and potential

of the carnival” (Stoddart2007:118). Their action was futile and there was no

purpose or identity behind it. Here we could see that Carter as Stoddart maintains

was engaged in political domain. She was critical of a “ritualistic festival that
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provides a temporary liberation from social regulation and hierarchy through the

physical acting out of violently subversive desires, the meaning of which are always

profoundly ambivalent”(118). It functioned ideologically as a sort of licensed social

safety valve, allowing for the “successful suppression of fear”(151).

Gasiorek(1995:134) also believes that carnival gets to have a certain kind of dis-

course but that it can’t disturb the hierarchy of discourses of power in the society

which finally subdue “the subversiveness of carnival”.

In describing the clowns there is a kind of theatrical alienation. Carter through

a defamiliarized point of view that contains strange and “surreal images” tries to

analyze the reality of the clowns far from as Stoddart(2007) says “any residual fa-

miliarity and cultural sentimentality”(120). This defamiliarized frame takes apart

the familiar theatrical face of clowns to reveal to us the emptiness behind the mask.

According to Linden Peach(1998) “clowns embody an act of alienation”(143). He

believes that they belong to an ex-centric position in the society where they can’t

use the privileges of the established culture, and that’s why they put on masks

of the clowns and why they stand out of their “self” when performing. Peach

believes that Carter has taken both these themes of masks and alienation from

Brecht. And that she mixes them with a carnivalesque theme. To Peach Carter’s

use of carnivalesque is a particular way of looking at “European cultural history or

the transition to modernity in Europe”(144). In explaining Bakhtin’s term “car-

nivalesque” Simon Denith(1995) says, he sees, “the flowering of a gay, affirmative,

and militantly anti-authoritarian attitude to life, founded upon a joyful acceptance

of the materiality of the body”(66). Carter, however, doesn’t acknowledge it as

a principled perspective that could benefit society. In an interview with Lorna

Sage(1992), Carter says that: “The carnival has to stop. The whole point of the

feast of fools is that things went on as they did before, after it stopped”(188).

Peach(1998:144) believes that carnivalesque in the novel is “a theme and not nec-

essarily a position from which she writes”. He argues that Carter wrote from

different sites of “illegitimate power” that were connected to theater, “the carni-

valesque, the mask, the brothel and social margins”(145). He goes on to argue
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that the source of carnivalesque element in Nights at the Circus was undoubtedly

Shakespeare rather than Bakhtin.

Carter(1992) believed that folklore and popular culture should be taken very seri-

ously because they are “the fiction of the poor”(92). By writing from a theatrical

point of view , with the detailed elaborate descriptions about the characters and

their movements and by using very vernacular words next to solemn ones she mixes

illegitimate with legitimate. Peach(1988) maintains that she didn’t want to neglect

the carnivalesque aspect as she knew that there has always existed this willingness

in English culture to foreground the solemn aspects at the expense of the carni-

valesque and the popular with its very “odd ,reconstructed elements”(187). He

believes that illegitimacy and theater in the novel are linked, as in Renaissance,

creating this space for the margins and the underdogs to speak. The spirit of car-

nivalesque in the novel mixes high and low culture and as Palmer(1987) says “a

polyphonic interplay of European cultural attitudes and moments” is created(197).

The characterizations as Palmer points out accord with the carnivalesque: “Ma

Nelson is the mistress of Revel, Buffo is the Lord of Misrule, God is the great

ringmaster in the sky and the saints are acts in a great circus”(120).

A very big part of the novel happens on stage. The theatricality according to

Peach(1998:146) in the novel creates a broad scope in the “prose style” and “in

the flamboyance of ideas” which is also “reflected in the geography of the text”.

Fevvers is telling Walser about the “night in June”, “a night without a moon”

when “out on the tiles crawls Lizzie and her apprentice” in order for Fevvers to

try to use her wings and fly. There is a pause in her story that the narrative calls

a “pause of a single heartbeat”. The novel relates the adventures of Fevvers in the

first part in a picaresque style when she and Lizzie construct Fevvers’ life story

to Walser up to joining the Circus. The third chapter in Siberia has also a serial

structure. However the part in Petersburg is developed with more details .

On the very first lines of the novel introducing Fevvers to the reader her voice is

described as a voice that “clanged like dustbin lids”. Her voice is not likened to a

more prestigious sound but to that of the dustbin lid; the novel mixes serious and
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comic along with interweaving high and low culture. We hear voices of different

characters who mainly belong to the margins of the society. By the same token

we have lots of allusions to Shakespeare, Milton, Poe, Ibsen, Joyce, Foucault, et

cetra. We have a collective work of different thoughts, attitudes and ideologies

which could be considered as a characteristic of the carnivalesque attitude in the

novel which according to Peach (1998) relativizes everything. It reveals to us

a broad perspective containing different aspects of the socio-economic history of

society. To Steven Marcus(1964) locating the novel at the end of the 19th century

is important with regard to the pornography writing which was starting to become

an industry. This could make again the connection between the illegitimate sites

of the social margins like the Victorian brothel where Fevvers grew up and the

theater where she performs the solemn myth of the winged woman at the “fag

end” of the 19th century toward the arrival of a new era. The novel interweaves

Fevvers’ identity and sexual issues on a broad collective span where cultural myths

and canonical values are inevitably mixed with low aspects of popular elements

and the social margins of society which reveal to us under the skin of the city lots

of dark realities of the patriarchal system. These social margins like the brothel,

the museum of the women with unique appearances, the asylum for the criminal

women and the circus all carry cultural darkness and apprehension where women

seem to be the primary victims. That could be why they are shown in the novel

with a sense of binarism; angels or subhuman. However Fevvers and Lizzie are

examples of women who negate these representations, break the stereotypes and

deconstruct the “mythological fictious woman” to a “new woman” through their

political feminist agenda at the beginning of a new age.

In discussing Fevvers’ performance which Peach(1998) calls “masquerade”, he

presents Brecht’s ideas. And in this regard he argues that “make-up for the actors

can be minimum where they appear natural but still the whole thing could be fake

or that they can have grotesque masks and represent the truth”(153). As it will

be explained in more details further on in this chapter the grotesque description

of Fevvers has a defamiliarizing effect for the stereotypical feminine representa-

tions. However Fevvers’ performance could not be considered as a false show or a
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masquerade completely. When you saw Fevvers “you’d never think she dreamed,

at nights, of bank accounts” (9) but she performs the myth of the winged woman

as her identity on stage. The performance and the eyes of the audience make her

understand who she is. And her putting on the make-up and dying her hair are

things that she does in a manner conforming with the principles of femininity and

beauty which should be considered as the contradictions and the paradoxes in her

character that lead her along the way to an identity crisis at the end of the novel.

In the novel on the first pages the reader is presented with the way in which Fevvers

is made up; it says that “In her pink fleshings , her breastbone stuck out like the

prow of a ship. [. . . ] on her red mouth there was an artificial smile”(12). When

we first encounter her she is peeling off her false eyelashes. Her artificial smile

could be a sign of her resisting a complete surrendering to a system of principles

and patterns that has been implemented on her as a winged woman who performs

a myth, or a fiction. In an effective inconsistent mixture Carter uses a grotesque

mask to represent the reality of Fevvers. The grotesque description of Fevvers ,

like likening her to a ship, in a way resists the masculine agency of the gaze and

male-centred definitions and representations of femininity. These bodily grotesque

characteristics do not permit the complete gratification of the gaze. This attitude

partly reveals Fevvers’ unwillingness to comply with her mythological identity.

However a dominant part of this display and spectacle is what has constructed

Fevvers’ gender identity. She is immersed in her performance. She carries the

aesthetic values of beauty, gaze and attraction and she is defined on stage. But

these patterns are finally overshadowed by more powerful elements in Fevvers’

character that get to deconstruct and reconstruct her based on some feminist views

that are developed along the line of the narrative which create an unaccustomed

“real” Fevvers in the land of magical realism at the end of novel. When she and

Walser find each other at the end of the novel the need to be watched, for Fevvers

that used to make her understand who she was, is replaced by the love for Walser

which helps her restore her “self” as Lizzie also notices without even needing to

dye her hair blonde again.
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Moving along the same line and in exploring Carter’s feminism it would be neces-

sary to talk about the parodies of Fevvers mythological function and her metafic-

tional names from a feminist point of view. It has been discussed before the

importance of parody in the novel. Iconic figures from literature, mythology and

history that have been defined as intertexts in the third chapter are demythicized

by becoming part of a new context. These intertexts of the past, start to mean dif-

ferently in the textuality of the novel through parody and defamiliarization. This

process of demythologizing as discussed in chapter two happens in line with the

deconstruction of Fevvers’ identity which is closely tied to the performance of the

myth of the winged woman in her. The myth is taken to the marginal ex-centric

places in the novel, like the brothel and the circus and demythologizing happens

and very atypically and remarkably the “new woman” is born. That is where the

unexpected magical real and the feminism get connected.

Through Fevvers and a description of the incidents happened to her in the first

chapter we get to see the situation of lots of unhappy women in the novel, in the

brothel or in the museum of Madam Schreck where it could always be noticed

the endorsement of Carter’s feminist perspective. We could find for example a

cruel parody of patriarchal view of women in the museum of death of madam

Schreck. There is there the sleeping beauty who never wakes up or the Wiltshire

Wonder “who was not three foot high” and a “bipartite” girl who was “half and

half and neither of either”(66). Through the intervention of Fevvers and Lizzie,

the situation of the women in the novel changes for the better.

Furthermore, while performing the myth of the winged woman which contains

stereotypical fixed gendered pattern, Fevvers reveals many realities about her so-

ciety, its socio-economic and historical situation, the dominant cultural, literary

and historical attitudes in literature and history writing. Carter questions the

ahistorical entity of the myth. The parody and the new context surrounding the

myth create a heterogeneous reading of history. She, also, through a revisionist

feminist practice which entails the issues of identity and gender through Walser,

the clowns and the women in the novel defines the “new woman” and the “new

man”.
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The implication of Fevvers and Walser relationship is very important in defining

Carter’s feminism. A love connection develops between Fevvers and Walser and in

the last chapter it is with the help of this love that Fevvers can recover her “self”

in her feminist project. Walser undergoes a transformation. As Carter(1985)

says in an interview “he had to be broken down before he could become not a

fit mate for Fevvers at all, but a serious person”(89). In reconstructing his iden-

tity he had to become like a “blank sheet” upon which he can inscribe a new

beginning.He “Turned upside down, literally and metaphorically, in a fireman’s

lift by the Shaman” where he saw “his past life in “concrete but discrete frag-

ments”(280). Walser becomes a new man and on the other side of this story we

have Fevvers who longed for him to tell her she was true at the end of the novel

when Fevvers is passing through an identity crisis. She has a broken wing, and

her feathers have lost their color. The myth of the winged woman is not depen-

dent on the eyes of the audience any more and is only dependent on Walser who

after that transformation can view Fevvers differently. Carter views marriage and

patriarchal conventions as corrupt and damaging. However she doesn’t believe in

a simple reversal of the oppressive conventions on women; She doesn’t advocate a

classical feminist utopia. Through Fevvers, and even Walser, she deconstructs the

performative nature of gender stereotypes. And we can see through the novel that

political intellectual progress as Stoddart(2007)maintains “can only emerge out of

difficult or dystopian situations such as being in love” (106). We have however in

the novel a progressive feminist critique that well suits the postmodern treatment

of history and historical facts, myths, demythologizing attitude, intertextuality

and magical realism in the novel.

The novel treatment of the intertexts which are the fragments of the past through

putting them in a new context creates a counter-historical entity for the novel

which builds up a defiant discursive space. We could refer again to the part when

Fevvers tried to jump down the mantelpiece. She says to Walser that she “hovered.

Only for so short a while I could almost have thought I’d imagined it”(32). She

confronts this certain experience of time to the classical representation of it through
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“Father Time”. She describes it as a wonderful experience. She talks about “the

peculiar sensations she felt when she launched herself off the mantelpiece” (32).

Furthermore this bringing together of the demythologized myth, metafictional

names of historical and literary figures and references to other literary works

wrapped in parody creates a bricolage narrative that places side by side the post-

modern techniques of narrative and her materialist socialist feminist attitude to-

ward identity and gender politics that carries a counter-historical representation

of history which is not what is found in realistic novels that suited better the polit-

ical guidelines of feminism at 60s and 70s. The postmodern textual techniques of

the novel are at the same time involved in history and politics in an experimental

bricolage created by Carter.

Lyotard(1974:60) in Postmodern Condition regards “little narrative” as the essen-

tial form of “imaginative invention” and resistance. The underdogs of society from

an ex-centric position in society get to speak in the novel and Carter doesn’t do

that through a merely realistic representation of their lives and their victimization.

She goes more profoundly to the cultural roots and reasons of formation of tradi-

tional and historical patterns of the patriarchal views and fixed gender stereotypes.

She wants to achieve historical progress through demythologizing old myths and

deconstructing an old performative identity in Fevvers. We should consider this

all as her feminist perspective on culture and society which is represented more

thoroughly in the characterization of Fevvers who undergoes a lot of hardships on

her way to defining a new identity at the beginning of the new century. Fevvers’

discourse in the novel is paradoxical. She belongs to the margin as born in a

brothel and working in the circus but she uses figurative language with a decorous

tone and French expressions together with very colloquial ones. On the other hand

her rhetorical performance maintains her mystery and doesn’t let us see what the

truth about her is. This attitude according to Baxter (2007:97) subverts the idea

of textual authority and authenticity through its paradoxes. Carter’s use of pop-

ular culture, as Hutcheon says, is postmodernist which uses culture of elite and

mass popular culture with no hierarchy of values.
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In the second chapter the performativity theory in Fevvers performance and also

in the text was discussed and was connected to magical realism. The text got

performative and so did Fevvers. In connection to the performativity of the text

we defined an underlayer essence for the text that was different from the perfor-

mative pattern of the text which wanted to break loose. Magical realism gets tied

to it since this underlayer creates a space for counter-realism in demythologiz-

ing the myths and creating new realities and identities. The use of magic in the

novel is used in a similar direction. By the same token it provides a criticism of

the repetitive patterns of the text and gender stereotypes and finally by decon-

structing the myth of the winged woman in Fevvers it achieves political and social

progress. Her materialistic approach tries to consider greatly the social,historical

and political forces that work on the body, impose “performative” patterns on it

and construct identity and gender. The exploration of gender and identity in the

novel are woven together. In Siberia Fevvers had a hard time. She felt miserable:

“ She felt as though her heart was breaking when she looked in the mirror and

saw her brilliant colours withering away. But there was more to it than that. She

knew she had truly mislaid some vital something of herself along the road that

brought her to this place. When she lost her weapon to the Grand Duke in his

frozen palace, she had lost some of that sense of her own magnificence which had

previously sustained her trajectory. As soon as her feeling of invulnerability was

gone, what happened? Why, she broke her wing”(323). The system of values and

notions that made her feel invulnerable doesn’t function in Siberia and “that silent

demand to be looked at that had once made her stand out” had “vanished”(328).

She “suffered the worst crisis of her life”(344). She had to decide “about turning

from a freak into a woman”(336). She had to know if she was fact or fiction.

Finally with Lizzie’s help and Walser’s love Fevvers deconstructs her myth and

defines a new identity for herself beyond her performance based on her feminist

views. Fevvers tells Walser about Lizzie at the very end of the novel when they

finally get together; her foster-mother or the “inconvenient harlot” was a feminist

political activist that lectured her “clients on the white slave trade, the rights

and wrongs of women, universal suffrage, as well as the Irish question, the Indian
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question, republicanism, anti-clericism, syndicalism and the abolition of the House

of Lords”(346). She also tells him that he should answer for himself whether she

was fact or fiction.

The representation of history in the novel is not a realistic representation like what

is found in realistic novels that suit the political material approach of feminism of

the 60s and 70s. The novel develops a counter sense of historical which through

intertexts, parody and magical realism creates a political criticism of the patri-

archal values, gender politics and stereotypes and standard feminism. Her use of

carnivalesque is linked to a feminist and the social critique of it in the novel. Ferni-

hough(1990) believes that Carter through carnivalesque “swallowed large amount

of European culture only to spew it in reconfiguration, inversion, parody”(89).

Magali Michael(1994:213) believes that Marxist feminism and postmodernism are

incompatible because postmodernism tends to free itself from the materiality of

the world, its historical and political conditions, class and gender conflicts and

that it moves towards abstraction. She thinks that postmodernism fails to con-

sider the ideologies that happen within certain political, historical patterns where

oppression of women takes place.

However as discussed earlier in the third chapter Hutcheon(1988) argues that

“postmodernism is resolutely historical and inescapably political”(124). She be-

lieves that postmodern texts apply self-conscious narrative strategies through in-

tertextuality and parody which create new contexts for the intertexts and under-

mine the historical knowledge and provides a criticism of cultural and political

forces in society.

In the part in the novel in Petersburg where Walser is writing a report for the

newspaper, it is mentioned that he can’t write any more. The more he gets involved

with Fevvers the less he can be a sceptical reporter.By writing in fairytale about

the situation of Petersburg Carter both undermines the authenticity of the history

and the patriarchal hegemonic masculine views that Walser carried with himself.

He is transferred to the margins, to the circus. His masculinized principles had

not given him any identity and he was described at the beginning of the novel
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as someone who had not lived his experiences. He gets to deconstruct his “self”,

gets empty and starts to be a new man. Fixed gender stereotypes have been

undermined for both Walser and Fevvers in the novel. His masculine view of

world was represented in his job as a journalist who created authentic official

history. This view gradually changes and he creates a report that is not “realistic”

and factual anymore.

Carter’s feminism in the novel according to many critics is different from her

previous works. Merja Makinen(1992) believes that Carter’s latter novels including

Nights at the Circus have a different feminist procedure since they don’t foreground

the violence like the earlier works. She maintains that “while similar events may

occur in these two last texts, the focus is on mocking and exploding the constrictive

cultural stereotypes and in celebrating the sheer ability of the female protagonists

to survive, unscathed by the sexist ideologies”(3).

One of the important feminist themes of the novel is autobiography. In the first

chapter Fevvers and Lizzie tell the story of Fevvers’ life to the sceptical Walser.

Through that autobiographical chapter We have a construction of Fevvers’ identity

which holds out against Walser’s narrative. Fevvers resists Walser when he wants

to explore the truth about her on his own. Walser can’t know about her belly

button which seems to be a key to him to defining Fevvers identity until the very

end of the novel where Fevvers invites him to a more private and intimate talk. At

one point in Siberia among the ruins of the halted train Fevvers starts blubbering

and says that she felt “an enormous anguish of the solitude of” their “abandoned

state in this world that is perfectly sufficient to itself without them”(235). Fevvers

and Lizzie want to write down the history of silent women to let the world know

about these voiceless figures who carried the weight of their old affliction and mis-

ery alone; “histories of those women who would otherwise go down nameless and

forgotten, erased from the history as if they had never been”(285). This attitude

could be seen as another part of Carter’s feminism. They take a stand against the

traditional and masculinized ways of history writing about women. Autobiogra-

phy is used as a tool through which women could know more about each other

and also according to Linden Peach (1998:150) it contained self-making elements.
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Through their narrative an identity is constructed for Fevvers. The narrative in

the first chapter through parodies and parodic treatment of the intertexts from

other literary works or mythology resists and undermines the conventions of the

history writing and its dominant discourses. However as this attitude doesn’t re-

ject the discourse of the center it defines a paradoxical identity for the narrative

and Lizzie and Fevvers feel the need to use for example tricks with “the aid of

Nelson’s clock” to impress Walser. The dead clock is their “vision and revelation”

that they want to use against the “storm” of the dominant discourse. It gives

them a sense of identity. They want to be the source of their own reality and

narrative. This autobiography alone doesn’t give them this feeling though. As the

novel moves on to the next chapters and especially in Siberia their narrative be-

comes more progressively feminist and political and we come to know more about

it. We get to know through Fevvers that they used Walser to send letters home

“in the diplomatic bag” “the news of the struggle in Russia to comrades in exile,

written in invisible ink”(346).

As mentioned earlier in this work a very important and dominant image in the

novel is the panopticon which is created in the concrete in the asylum of countess

P. It uses the idea of the panopticon prison invented by Jeremy Bentham in the

late 18th century. Foucault considered it as a powerful way of executing control

on the prisoners. The panopticon of Countess P “during the hours of darkness”

[..] “Lit up like so many small theatres in which each actor sat by herself in the

trap of her visibility”(248). The prisoners could not see or touch each other. “The

inmates were never able to guess beforehand at just what moment they would

come under her surveillance”(248). These criminal women who have killed their

husbands are kept to repent of their sins. They are being observed strictly and the

panopticon is described “as a machine designed to promote penitence”(248).The

idea of panopticon could be applied to the whole novel too. Fevvers as a per-

former is being watched on the stage by the audience and off the stage by Walser,

a sceptical reporter with a harsh masculinized view who interviews Fevvers as a

“Great Humbug” to prove that she is a hoax. He doesn’t really want to know

Fevvers at the beginning. He wants to classify her as a fraud and end the case
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of her story. But as we see she can through the performance of her mythological

identity finally get the courage of deconstructing her “self” and start defining a

new identity that changes her from a patriarchal “fiction” to a progressive revo-

lutionary feminist unaccustomed “fact” that looks more like “magic”. The same

thing happens to the women prisoners in the asylum. They are not like Countess

P who is described as a wrecked victim whose “husband’s wealth provoked her

greed” and made her kill him. She is not like Olga Alexandrovna and many other

women in the asylum who “like wine bottles” were “conveniently smashed when

their contents were consumed”(247). The panopticon has been designed to gain

what Foucault (1977a:200)calls “an automatic functioning of power” over women

through permanent visibility and as mentioned before it’s a dominant theme, but

in the novel it fails and changes into a female utopia where they get to liberate

themselves by touching each other and falling in love with one another. “The idea

of a therapy of meditation” in the cells “which was neither privacy nor distrac-

tion” like “those in a nunnery where all was visible to the eye of God” did not

bring them any “responsibility” or any “remorse”(248) and they become an army

of lovers.

All those social margins where Fevvers lived , like the brothel, Madam Schreck’s

museum, and the circus are places that act like a safety valve in society. The

carnivalesque spirit permits through display and performance a legitimate release

of pressure. And these places don’t have the power to define any identity for

themselves outside the dominance of the center of power that has created them.

As we see in the novel after Ma Nelson, the powerful owner of the brothel, dies

the women who lived and worked there can’t keep it. They only get to burn it

down and leave as Nelson’s pious brother was planning to convert it to a place for

fallen women.

Fevvers plays a very important role in the non-fulfilment of the panopticon. Madame

Schreck dies after Fevvers’ confrontation with her. The women in the museum

finally could get their money and were able to escape. Fevvers and Lizzie help

those inmates to find the right path to go back to normal life. Similarly in Nelson’s

brothel and in the circus , the existence of Fevvers as the Winged Victory causes
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the destruction of those places ,where the voiceless marginal characters inhabited,

towards the construction of new identities in the new world. Fevvers takes the

abused Mignon under her wings and introduces her to the princess. They start

loving each other unconditionally. Strongman also learns to love without expecta-

tion. And Fevvers constructs a new identity for herself to become a new woman.

She also planned to “sit on” Walser, “hatch him out” and “make a new man of

him” who could fit “mate for the New Woman” where they could “march hand in

hand into the New Century” (334).

There is a movement in the novel that Peach(1998) considers as “beyond language

and into song, breaking the enforced silence and through carnivalesque into a

conjure world”(89). The novel on its demythologizing business to deconstruct the

mythic versions of women uses material elements. As discussed earlier the female

body which is the site of oppression which Carter believes as coming to us through

history, can finally break all the stereotypes and fly to the land of magic realism

with its wings. Female body works like a matrix where the new woman is born.

The women in the asylum write to each other in the womb’s blood. Or we have

silent tormented female figures like Mignon who only sings. Carter founds all this

new identity on material elements because as Peach maintains she believes that

“the male-centered discourse is based on material elements in cultural discourses of

power and language too”(93). Writing the love words to another women in womb’s

blood is outside established male tradition of “love words” according to him. After

Walser loses his memory in the train accident and is transformed into a blank sheet

he begins to “babble helplessly in a language unknown to the Shaman”(300). He

was saved by the army of women lovers who had escaped the panopticon and had

formed an isolated feminist society composed entirely of women. This atmosphere

starts acting on Walser and he is affected by the “mother tongue” . He loses his

male symbolic language and starts babbling like a baby.

Another important theme that needs to be explored here is the prostitution and the

representation of the prostitutes in the novel. In this regard Marina Warner(1994)

believes that both fantasy and pornography were considered as illegitimate at the
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end of 19th century; “fantasy came up against science which was part of the le-

gitimate culture and pornography disturbed sexuality and Victorian moral ideals.

And thus they called into question the traditional dividing line between reality and

illusion”(150). Peach(1998) also believes that Carter created “a link between le-

gitimate and illegitimate by viewing prostitution in a humane way where it didn’t

belong to the underground of the society”(76). He believes that the representa-

tion of prostitutes in the novel is different from the myth of the Harlot’s Progress

that was fading away and the prostitutes did not die from venereal diseases any

more. Nelson’s academy was a place for the pleasure of men but during the day

looked like a feminist center without any men when in “quiet hours of the after-

noon” the prostitutes, Fevvers’ “friends and sisters” “bent over their books”(33).

They viewed their job as temporary which they were doing basically for economic

needs.Fevvers says to Walser that Ma Nelson was “in full sympathy” with Lizzie’s

political views but she believed that “the world won’t change overnight” and that

they “must eat”(346). The women who worked there ,however, were planning

to go back to the normal course of life, and were all seeking better opportuni-

ties. Nelson’s sword saves Fevvers’ life from the Grand Duke Palace when she

notices “she’d been fooled”(224) and in danger. Thus the prostitutes in Nelson’s

brothel did not match well the typical representation of women that were ob-

jectified by men. On the contrary they defied as Michael(1994) says, “accepted

notions of women as naturally and inevitably passive objects”(502) which also

blurs the distinction between the “good” and “bad” women. Walser says that he

has known “some pretty decent whores, some damn’ fine women, indeed, whom

any man might have been proud to marry”. Lizzie answers him in a sulking mood

that marriage would be “out of the frying pan into the fire” and that marriage is

“prostitution to one man instead of many”(21). This shows that prostitution and

marriage were like the only two possibilities for the women at that time. Through

Lizzie who is a political activist and a former prostitute and also through Fevvers

we get to know more about Carter’s feminism in the novel. The novel prefers

the prostitute over the wife as the prostitute is considered to be more aware of

her situation (Peach1998:78). In Sadeian Women(1979) Carter argues that: “the
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marriage bed is a particularly delusive refuge from the world because all wives of

necessity fuck by contract. Prostitutes are at least decently paid on the nail”(9).

There are in Carter’s works two controversial themes according to Joseph Bristow

and Trev Lynn Broughton(1997), which anticipated by several years two of very

important topics in feminist studies in 1980s and 1990s. One is the role of pornog-

raphy in feminist perspectives and whether it oppressed women or liberated them

and the second one is the construction of gender as performance and Queer studies.

The Performative perspective towards gender was applied to Nights at the Circus

and has been discussed in detail in the second chapter of this work. Concerning

the first theme, pornography, we encounter in the novel detailed and sometimes

sensuous descriptions of Fevvers physical characteristics. She is described on the

first page as the “blonde” who “slapped” her “marbly thigh” and “flashed a pair

of vast, blue, indecorous eyes at the young reporter”. However it seems that these

descriptions are faded away through parody and a grotesque attitude that tends

to overshadow them. By mixing these images with grotesque descriptions of hers,

like viewing her as a very “big” girl with “indecourous” habits in eating, or farting

and belching, Carter in a way defamiliarizes these potentially sensuous pictures,

undermines them and connects them in a paradoxical, inconsistent mixture in her

characterization, to Fevvers as the mere performer who is immersed in her perfor-

mance and follows the aesthetic values of beauty and gratification of her time. But

in the end of the novel when Fevvers asks if she could be alone with Walser while

“batting her eyelashes in an unequivocal fashion” for freshening up we see her

“washing up the colour back into her cheeks” or we see Fevvers “transformed back

into her old self again, without an application of peroxide even”(347). We could

see that her beauty principles have changed. But before finding Walser at the

Shaman’s tribe at the end of novel her “discolored plumage” and “broken wing”

had given her a “shabby splendor”. She was “the most dubious kind of reality to

her beholders”. Walser talks to her and asks her if she had a name, if she had a

soul and if she could love(345): ”When she heared that, her heart lifted and sang.

She batted her lashes at him, beaming, exuberant, newly armed. Now she looked
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big enough to crack the roof of the god-hut open, all wild hair and feathers and

triumphant breasts and blue eyes the size of dinner plates”(345).

As we can see the bodily descriptions exist here too. But here a different Fevvers

overshadows them; a Fevvers who has finally been able to define a new identity

for herself. The gender and femininity issues in Fevvers are closely related to her

identity and her “self”. She undergoes all this change with all her body which is

like a matrix for all the happenings in the novel. The materiality of the body is

celebrated under the wings of the “New Woman”.

Carter(1983) says that through “experiments with” her “sexual and emotional life

and with various intellectual adventures” she had been searching for the “nature

of reality” and her reality as a woman: She believes that through “that sense

of heightened awareness of the society around” her “in the summer of 1968” the

“social fiction of” her “femininity was created by means outside” her “control,

and palmed off on” her “as the real thing”(112). As we see Fevvers’ femininity

is influenced by many elements at work in the novel. Lots of incidents happen to

Fevvers that lead her from a mere performer of her myth toward a feminist with

progressive political views while staying with an indigenous tribe in Siberia.

Carter’s style in writing has been often viewed as “mannerist” which was usu-

ally seen at odds with her feminism as a socialist feminist. It was always con-

sidered unlikely the possibility of a realistic representation of the oppression of

women through her style. According to Bristow and Broughton(1997:87)there

was disagreement between her mannerism and the “austerity of social realism,

the traditional genre for representing the grinding oppression of women, workers,

minorities”. According to Tom Paulin(1983) also, Carter’s interest in fantasy had

caused an “easy fluency and soft stylishness” that was gained “at the expense of

form and mimesis” which “produced an expansive territory without boundaries

and horizons, a kind of permanent and infinite vanishing style that it seemed pre-

vailed over substance”(6). What they call mannerism or overwriting in Carter’s

style could be defined in relation to the magical realism, metafiction and intertex-

tuality in Nights at the Circus. It was discussed in detail in the second chapter
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the text’s tendency to fight in its layers against the traditional realistic principles

in writing. The novel starts with an interview. Fevvers sentences are loud and

decorous. Descriptions could get mannerist but the decourous, metaphoric and

the literary create a sense of distance and unfamiliarity for the reader. Carter’s

tone from the beginning shows what she is going to do to the intertexts of the

past through parody and metafiction. Unlike what Paulin(1983) considers it’s not

“without boundaries and horizons”. Part of her political feminist point of view is

precisely what she does to the realistic traditions of writing, mythologies, gender

stereotypes and historical “facts”. And form and concepts get synchronized with

each other in the entirety of the work to achieve defamiliarizing and demytholo-

gizing effects.

In the mythologies and the traditional cultural conceptions of a patriarchal soci-

ety Carter finds the roots of the historical and political conditions, canonized in

literature and history. On the other side of this position and as a way to use and

abuse, resist and also to invent Carter talks from the point of view of the silent

marginal popular figures and places in the society through whom a deconstructive

tendency toward the old mythologies is formed. Carter doesn’t use the so-called

social realistic approach to express their reality. She tries through intertexts,

parody, and demythologizing and defamiliarizing techniques for the creation of a

“realism” which is not the same as the “social realism” ; it is an unaccustomed

unexpected “realism” that through using and abusing the customary principles

gets connected to an unexpected attitude or a “magical” and inevitably develops

characteristics that conform and contradict. That’s why she believes in “non-

naturalistic” genres. She uses intertexts from the high culture and treats them

with parody. She uses opulent tone for Fevvers who belongs to the margins and

thus blurs the distinctions between high and low culture. Talking about the middle

class in England she(1983) describes them as id or belonging to the deepest part

of the unconscious of society where the most basic needs and emotions happen:

“if the British bourgeoisie thinks of itself as superego, the working class is happy

to identify itself with id”(10). The novel penetrates the margins of the society

and in order to describe the reality of the characters that belong there it needs
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to use a new discourse. It demythologizes, uses parody, intertextuality and fi-

nally it takes the narrative to the land of magical realism where the unaccustomed

atypical revolutionary things happen. She mixes different styles and forms in her

colorful bricolage that defamiliarizes and deconstructs towards the construction of

new ideas and identities.

This mingling of high and low, is seen in Carter’s style in writing too which

could be explained with the carnivalesque spirit in the novel that creates a post-

modern bricolage of different techniques and themes. Mythological intertexts are

used along with grotesque descriptions and parody. Fevvers uses colloquial ex-

pressions accompanied by French and literary ones. As Josef Bristow and Trev

Lynn Broughton(1997), say: “the carnivalesque fun, the mordant wit, the biting

irony that turn Shakespeare into a burlesque and bring Sade into the feminist

bedroom were very much part of a serious intellectual stand that Carter took on

Western culture”(8). This could be all considered as what Carter(1983) calls her

“demythologizing business”(71). And in doing that she is very “democratic in her

techniques and in aesthetic”(9).

According to Bristow and Broughton(1997), Carter’s resistance to realism makes

her very different from contemporary feminist fiction and politics. She(1985) said

that it was not possible for her “to write agit-prop”(93). She didn’t believe that

the work should represent in a severe realistic mode and “in a literal minded

way that women were the downtrodden victims of patriarchal oppression”(Bristow

1997:13).But this way of thinking and writing doesn’t mean that her works were

not political. As discussed above Nights at the Circus is very political. The

mere realistic prose doesn’t satisfy Carter. She believes in action and progress.

As Bristow and Broughton(1997) say “She disliked fictions that painted delicate

scenes of lonely bourgeois women”(12) and she didn’t like to see powerless women

in the fiction.

In her exploration of Carter’s style, Patricia Duncker(1996) maintainss that fairy-

tale is a “carrier of ideology” and that Carter falls in this trap by using fairytale

in her work. In Nights at the Circus we have several references to fairy tale. We
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have for example the famous asleep beauty that is a passive female character who

is kept at the museum of Madam Schreck and clients come to take pleasure in

watching her naked body while she is asleep. This attitude well represent the sex-

ist ideology behind this fairy tale. Duncker, however, criticizes Carter for being a

heterosexual feminist. She believes that Carter hasn’t been able to view women’s

sexuality as autonomous,(Duncker 1996:65).

Bristow and Broughton(1997) believe that the essentializing tendency within 1970s

feminism puts Carter at odds with the mainstream feminism of her time. Carter’s

views on sexuality were ahead of her time and they anticipated by several years

the current progressive attitudes on gender and sexuality. Bristow and Broughton

(1997) explain her views in this regard as the emergence of a “queer” Carter. She

believed in the marginality and the constructed nature of the sexuality for both

women and men. This attitude reveals the theoretical current interaction between

feminism and queer studies. Carter didn’t view women as the only victims of the

patriarchal systems. We have in the novel Walser who deconstructs his “self”,

loses his hegemonic masculine view of the world and becomes a new person. He

wanted “a break from hard news” and that was why he joined the circus. He

wanted his “sense of wonder polished up again”(105). He “reconstruct” his “self”

and becomes a “New Man” at the beginning of the New World.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

The analysis of Nights at the Circus could get interminable. This colorful collec-

tion of forward-looking ideas, themes and techniques could easily yield a perplex-

ing broadness in the analytical work that is done on it. However there are some

dominant themes and techniques that seem to have played , intendedly or unin-

tendedly, a very important role in the formation of the work for Angela Carter.

The exploration of these constituting themes and techniques and the study of their

interrelated position toward a better understanding of the totality of the novel has

been the objective of this research work.

In the second chapter it was shown how the “magic” in the novel reverses the typi-

cal definition of magical realism. In Fevvers ,it was pointed out that the “magic” of

a socially unexpected infrequent “real” invades the pre-established fixed historical

and mythical notions while abusing the powerful frames of the myths connected

to her to create a deconstructed (and still powerful) version of the myth. The

result of this purposeful clash could affect both the reality of the society and the

old readings of the myth where hidden ideologies were imagined to be located. It

was also shown how this aim was achieved through Carter’s postmodern brico-

lage. Through metafiction, intertextuality and parody the possibility of escap-

ing the fiction’s preset conventions was created. The grotesque descriptions that

foregrounded the physicality of Fevvers undermined the old power of the myth.

71
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Fevvers grew “real” and personal characteristics and her wings acquired a new

reading and also a new function at the end of the novel.

Carter’s feminist and political views invaded the passivity and the fixedness of

the realities of women’s lives. The “real” Fevvers was born out of the “magic”

of the mythological and Carter’s revolutionary social and feminist views to create

possibilities for change.

Fevvers’ wings by blurring the boundaries between these two realms of “magic”

and “real” grow so big and personal that affect the typical fixed definitions of both

“magic” and “real”. She was not an ordinary girl stuck in the ordinary frame of her

life to suddenly among many “realistic” details surprise us and fly out of the attic

window. Fevvers “big” dimensions are not the result of a typical confrontation

of fantasy and reality as expected in literature of magic realism where “fantastic

invades the still-recognizable world”(Stoddart 2007:69). Her magic is principled.

It is not chaotic or even carnivalesque.

Unlike the big role usually attributed to carnivalesque in the analysis of the work,

I tried to show, in the fourth chapter of this work that carnivalesque in Nights at

the Circus is a theme and a spirit that mixes high and low culture on a broad

scope that the theatricality of the novel creates. This as Peach(1998) maintains is

seen in the “prose style” and “in the flamboyance of ideas ”which is also “reflected

in the geography of the text”(146).

Another way of undermining the dividing line between real and unreal was through

what the novel did to the texts of the past or the intertexts .This aspect of the novel

was discussed in the third chapter. The parodical tone in the novel undermined

and questioned the authenticity of the historical and literary intertexts. The texts

of the past entered the complex textuality of the novel. They proved the textuality

of the past and at the same time were used against themselves, and were made

unfamiliar. This strategy was paradoxical and made the text also contradictory as

the parody didn’t destroy but questioned the “reality” of the past and of history.

As a result of this technique the narrative got voluminous and heavy with parody

and metafiction and this was how the move of the novel to the land of magical
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realism was justified in this work. I tried to show how the new complex textuality

of the novel installed the mythological pattern by entering the intertexts and then

abused them for the creation of its own magical real that could contest those

conventional patterns; the textuality of the novel goes with the magical realism

technique in the novel.This way of looking at the novel created, in my view, a

conceivably comprehensible connection between the second and third chapter of

this work.

Carter’s techniques in the novel are convergent and it could be said that they move

for the most part toward demythologizing, magical realism and feminism.

In this respect and moving toward these dominant points the function of intertex-

tuality, metafiction and grotesque was been explained. The self-conscious act of

writing in metaficional attitudes of the work coexisted with an emphasis on histor-

ical and social context. It was discussed how the grotesque description of Fevvers

had a defamiliarizing effect for the stereotypical feminine representations. In the

fourth chapter Carter’s feminist themes and points of view were more explored. It

was shown how her postmodern bricolage was closely tied to her feminism.

In the fourth chapter of this work Carter’s style in writing, her mannerism and

overwriting was also studied in relation to magical realism, metafiction and inter-

textuality in Nights at the Circus. It was shown how her defiance of the realistic

principles in writing goes with her political feminist perspective. All these tech-

niques and themes get synchronized with each other in the entirety of the work to

achieve defamiliarizing and demythologizing effects for her feminism.

Carter’s views on sexuality were ahead of her time and they anticipated by several

years the current progressive attitudes on gender and sexuality. The performa-

tivity theory of Judith Butler was applied to the analysis of the performance of

Fevvers and the narrative in the second chapter of this work. In the fourth chap-

ter her views on the marginality and constructed nature of the sexuality were also

discussed briefly.
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The work done in this research with the above explained encompassing attitude

tried to discuss the main constituting elements of the novel. However from my

standpoint depicting these attitudes could reveal the fundamental position of some

aspects that would inevitably call for much vaster studies.

For example I believe that the magical realism of Nights at the Circus could be

subjected to a broader research. In this regard the analysis and understanding

of Fevvers would be very crucial for delineating the type and even the amount of

the magic that could be ascribed to this singular mixture in her characterization.

Where lie the limits of her magicality really? How magical is she compared to the

canonical magical characters in other magical realist fictions? How successful was

Carter in creating what she considers as magical realism in the novel? These are

questions that may call for more research.
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